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College alters structure 
to integrate disciplines 
by Nicole Motley 
news editor 
The College of Fine Arts and 
Communication faces a new 
name and structure beginning 
Jan. 10,1994. 
Dean Richard Whitman 
announced a restructuring plan to 
the college's faculty in Wilson 
Hall auditorium Tuesday 
afternoon. 
"This is a plan which places 
the destiny of each program in 
the hands of its faculty," 
Whitman said. "It is an 
opportunity to make positive 
institutional change, an 
opportunity that doesn't often 
come our way." 
The plan, not yet finalized, 
calls for the renaming of the 
existing college to the College of 
the Arts. Within this college, 
there will be five separate schools 
and two centers. 
The schools will be: integrated 
and applied arts, music, art, 
communication arts, and theatre 
arts. The centers are integrated 
and applied arts resource center, 
currently the Television 
Production Center, and the center 
for public broadcasting, WMRA. 
The school of integrated and 
applied arts will include the mass 
Dean Richard Whitman 
communication department, the 
graphic and interior design areas 
currently in the art department 
and music industry. 
Dr. Marilou Johnson, assistant 
professor of mass 
communication, said, "I think our 
school comes out really strong. I 
think integration is the key. 
"Students have been coming 
back and forth anyway. Students 
have already been trying to create 
this," Johnson said, referring to 
die integration of courses the new 
integrated and applied arts school 
would allow. 
Alan Tschudi, associate 
professor of art, said, "I think the 
potential is there. There is a 
connection, a common thread 
through the departments." 
He said mass communication, 
music and art do take different 
approaches, but many things are 
the same. 
Communication arts will be 
the new school of the human 
communication department, and 
the theatre and dance department 
will fall under the school of 
theatre arts. 
Whitman said, "I believe there 
are numerous advantages to these 
modifications." He said it will 
unify the college, make better use 
of resources, promote 
multi/interdisciplinary study, 
increase productivity, maintain 
professionalism while 
encouraging a greater service 
culture, promote educational 
reforms and generate cost 
savings. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice 
president for academic affairs, 
said she thought the proposals 
were "exciting, very well thought 
out, and achieving a lot of 
objectives." 
According to Whitman, the 
restructuring plan is not "etched 
in stone," although it has already 
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Gubernatorial candidates 
square off in last debate 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
 senior writer  
Education was the main 
issue voters directed at the two 
main candidates for Virginia 
governor at a town-meeting 
style debate in Richmond on 
Monday night. 
Republican George Allen 
and Democrat Mary Sue Terry 
squared off in the studios of 
WTVR television. It was the 
last of three scheduled debates 
between the candidates. 
Dr. Robert Roberts, 
associate professor of political 
science, said education is 
always a major issue in state 
politics because it accounts for 
50 percent of the state budget. 
"It is important because we 
spend so much money on it 
and it drives the economy," 
Roberts said. 
According to Roberts, the 
impact of the debate on the 
election is minimal because 
most people have already 
decided how to vote. 
"Overall, there was not 
much to it," Roberts said. 
"Nothing was said to influence 
voters." 
The most significant impact 
a debate can have on an 
election is what is said after 
the debate, Roberts said, and 
"nobody is saying anything." 
After the candidates made 
brief opening statements, 
members of the audience 
asked them questions. In the 
middle of the debate, Allen 
and Terry were given the 
opportunity to ask one another 
questions before taking more 
queries from the floor. 
Four out of the five 
questions asked by citizens 
centered on education, from 
preschool through college. 
Allen focused on his 
"Champion Schools Initiative" 
in answering questions about 
education. 
Allen said he believes 
schools should focus more on 
academics and less on 
attitudes. His initiative calls 
for increased parental and 
community involvement in 
schools. 
Accountability through 
rigorous student testing on 
academics is necessary, and 
schools have to make better 
use of state funds, Allen said. 
"Only 48 cents of every 
dollar gets to the classroom," 
Allen said. "We need to get 
more money to the classroom 
and less in the office." 
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Local family begins new life at home with a little help from strangers 
by Donna Ragsdale 
senior writer 
A bumpy, uphill path leads to their new 
home. 
Leroy Dimick, 56, cleared a driveway 
to the trailer by hand through forested land 
just north of Harrisonburg. 
But the road to his new home has been 
difficult in many other ways. 
Having moved from a school bus last 
November with his wife and eight children 
into a boarded-up house, Leroy Dimick 
and his family were glad to finally settle 
into their own home on Saturday after 
about five years of moving and 
homelessness. 
"It felt great to have our own place and 
to be stable," says June, Leroy's 37-year- 
old wife. "I feel more relieved. It raises 
one's spirits to know that we made it 
through this, and the Lord helped us. The 
Lord has shown me that nothing's 
impossible through him." 
She says the children also like their new 
home. With their extra room, the children 
have already made a bicycle trail through 
the forest where they play among the gold 
and red leaves after they get home from 
school. 
It truly has been a long road from the 
Oregon lumber job, where Leroy provided 
well for his family until the mills closed. 
Along with the job loss, a hernia operation 
and staying in many different shelters and 
homes compounded their situation. 
Recently though, things have been 
coming together for the Dimicks — a new 
job for Leroy and a donated trailer and 
land. 
A Feb. 22, 1993 Breeze article reported 
that Leroy and his family had been given a 
trailer and the opportunity for land, and 
they just had to raise $9,000 for a well and 
sewage system. 
They got most of the money, and about 
$1,000 of it came from JMU students and 
faculty. The JMU sorority Alpha Chi 
NICKI CAMPBELL 
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Wanted 
H.B. Meyers helped sponsor the American Cancer 
Society's 'Jail-and-Bail' at Valley Mall on Tuesday. 
been approved by Oberst and 
JMU President Ronald Carrier. 
The plan was presented to Carrier 
about three weeks ago. 
John Little, professor of music, 
said, "I don't view the proposals 
that he read off at the meeting to 
be cut in granite or chiseled in 
granite." 
Proposals for restructuring 
have been in the works for 
several years, Whitman said. 
Whitman said he did not ask 
for the college's faculty 
suggestions in creating the plan. 
Little said, "Any time you start 
to do something and you invite a 
lot of people into the process, the 
process gets longer." 
Sometimes it is easier and 
shorter to develop a tentative plan 
which will act as a starting point 
to generate ideas and suggestions, 
he said. 
Whitman said that by Dec. 1 
he would like suggestions and 
comments from the college's 
faculty to be submitted for 
"serious consideration" before 
the finalized plan on Dec. IS. On 
Jan. 10, the new college will 
begin and the faculty will be 
separated into the different 
schools, but the current classes 
and curricula will remain. 
The new classes and curricula 
will take effect during the 1995- 
96 school year. 
Dr. Steven Rollman, associate 
professor of human 
communication, said the 
college's restructuring seems to 
be happening rather "quickly" 
with the new schools beginning 
Jan. 10. 
All new curricular programs' 
for each school will be due by 
Oct. 1, 1994, in order to be 
included in the 1995-96 
catalogue. Between Nov. 1,1994, 
and June 30, 1995, the plans and 
programs will be fine-tuned. The 
new college and all its programs 
will officially begin on July 1, 
1995. 
Along with the changes in 
names, the proposal calls for 
each new school to develop 
curricula around the proposal to 
lower graduation requirements to 
120 hours. Oberst said that this 
plan goes along well with 
Carrier's restructuring ideas of 
ultimately reducing required 
hours for graduation to 120. 
Within the 120 hours, 60 hours 
would be of lower level courses 
and 60 hours of upper level 
courses. 
Litde said, "I think it will be 
possible to lower the credits to 
120 and still retain a quality 
program." 
The average number of credits 
for 1993 music graduates was 
about 160 hours. 
Liberal Studies currently 
requires 44 hours in lower level 
courses. Under the new 
proposals, each school may be 
able to alter required liberal 
studies hours, thus requiring 
more lower level courses in 
majors. 
"Our challenge is to maintain 
our quality but become more 
efficient, to reduce our costs, to 
make better use of our facilities 
and serve our students in even 
better ways," Whitman said. 
Students who are currently 
majors within the college will not 
be required to change curriculum 
programs when the new curricula 
are approved. 
The students will continue to 
follow their original catalogue 
years. 
Family  
continued from page 1 
Omega held a fund-raiser called "Project 
Dimick" earlier this year and raised more 
than $740 for the family. But the Dimicks 
still need $3,800 more to pay for the 
construction of their well. 
"I think the community acted pretty 
good to us to help support our needs," 
June says. "I'd like to thank everyone who 
has helped to contribute." 
The Dimicks' plight first became public 
with a 1991 Daily News-Record article 
about the family's needs just before 
Christmas. The family received such an 
outpouring of gifts that they gave what 
they didn't need to the Mercy House and 
the Salvation Army. 
At that time, someone also donated a 
three-bedroom trailer, but the Dimicks 
didn't have anywhere to put the trailer. 
Through homeless advocate and friend 
Dick Randel and Harrisonburg resident 
Nelson Swope, the Dimicks worked out an 
agreement to get the land and pay Swope 
for it in small monthly installments, 
instead of taking out a bank loan. 
Randel came to know the family when 
ihey lived in Star Gables, a hotel-tumed- 
homeless shelter in Harrisonburg that he 
ran for about three years in the late 1980s. 
But when the tables turned and Randel 
and his family were without a home, 
the Dimicks let the Randels park their 
van in their front yard until they could 
find a place to live. 
"There's a certain code that 
someone who's been without will take 
care of people faster than those who 
haven't," Randel, a 51-year-old 
bearded man, says with a smile — his 
blue eyes shining beneath his baseball 
cap that reads "God Bless." 
Leroy quietly agrees. "When we 
were on the road, people helped us out 
that didn't have it themselves. And 
we've helped people when we didn't 
have it [to give]." 
How do the Dimicks say people can 
help the homeless? "Give people the 
opportunity to help themselves get 
back on their feet," Leroy says. 
Randel emphasizes that homeless 
people need opportunities. He says 
individuals must make a difference. 
"Why do you mink the government 
got involved [in homelessness]? 
Because people stopped caring." 
Randel adds, "Everyone wants to 
refer someone in need to someone else. 
"When people say it can't be done, I 
look to God and ask, 'What they mean 
/ think a lot of people 
look down on you and 
they don't understand/ 
June Dimick 
a formerly homeless woman 
that it can't be done?"* he adds. "They're 
just saying, 'I'm not going to do it.'" 
With the trailer on their own land, 
Randel says the Dimicks should never 
have to worry about homelessness again, 
despite illness or any other problems the 
family may face. 
Randel adds that the Dimicks are hard- 
working people. Leroy has been employed 
fairly consistently since moving to 
Virginia in 1988. But the minimum wage 
he has received at various jobs just wasn't 
enough to take care of eight children and 
pay the rent on an apartment. 
"I think a lot of people kind of look 
down on you, and they don't understand," 
June says. They think you don't want to 
work; they don't think that you can't find 
a job. They're quick to judge without 
knowing what it's like." 
Lori Pyle, the JMU Center for Service- 
Learning Hunger and Housing program 
assistant, also agrees. "There's such a 
stigma against [homeless people]," she 
said. "It could be one of these students — 
even though they have college degrees — 
it could be one of these students on the 
street if they run into difficult times. 
"I think in Harrisonburg, the problems 
aren't as visible," Pyle says. "You might 
see people picking through trash, but its 
not like D.C. where you see people 
sleeping on the streets." 
Randel says most people in 
Harrisonburg don't realize that on any 
given night 15 to 20 people in the city 
could be homeless without shelter. Due to 
long waiting lists and government 
regulations about who can receive aid, 
homeless people like the Dimicks can slip 
through the cracks, according to Randel. 
He says there are many more needs in the 
community. 
Randel, surrounded by the Dimick 
children playing in their new home, says, 
"I know things can change." 
Anyone who would like to help can 
reach Dick Randel at 896-3506. 
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News 
AAUP discusses proposed restructuring 
by Trade Liguid 
staffwriter 
Proposed JMU restructuring prompted 
the American Association of University 
Professors to call for an open meeting of 
all university faculty next week. 
Jesse Liles, vice president of AAUP, 
announced plans for holding an open 
forum, possibly in conjunction with the 
Faculty Senate, to discuss restructuring 
recommendations they could make to the 
administration. 
This was one of the proposals that came 
about during an AAUP meeting 
Wednesday evening in Taylor Hall. About 
40 faculty members attended. 
Dr. J.J. Lcary, president of the AAUP, 
set the tone of the meeting by attacking 
the recent proposed changes by Carrier. 
"Dr. Carrier is far removed from both 
the faculty and the students, and he is 
insulated from them by an incredible 
number of administrative layers," Lcary 
said. 
"These same administrators actually did 
a major disservice to Dr. Carrier and the 
faculty by applauding," Leary said, 
"because they mistakenly conveyed the 
impression that there is a meaningful 
measure of support for the things he said." 
Leary questioned the authenticity of 
Carrier's motives to further the 
university's stature and growth. "Forced 
attendance and mandatory applause are a 
sure indication of serious problems," he 
said. 
Bob Roberts, speaker pro-tempore of the 
Faculty Senate, spoke at the meeting and 
said limited resources motivated JMU to 
look at restructuring. 
Competition from other schools forces 
the university to present "new programs" 
in an attempt to entice the state to allot 
more funds to JMU, Roberts said. "Things 
are going to gel worse with the current 
budget and system. 1 don't sec anything on 
the horizon." 
But, history professor Philip Rilcy said 
President Carrier's proposals may cause 
the faculty to lose control over the 
curriculum. "It's their responsibility to be 
involved in all curriculum." 
Caroline Marshall, secretary of AAUP 
and professor of history, said, "We do not 
care about how much money we receive. 
We care where it goes." 
Mary Louise Loc, professor of history, 
said the problem higher education is 
facing extends beyond the school. As a 
way to alleviate problems, Loe suggested 
the power of voting on the state level. 
"We have votes. We need to turn to 
Richmond, write Allen, write Mary Sue 
MIKE HEFFNER 
AAUP member Dr. John Palmer talks about the role of restructuring at JMU. 
Terry and put pressure on them," Loc 
said. "This is not just at JMU — ills 
nationwide, statewide. We must go above 
the personal problems of the university. 
"We cannot present a list of grievances. 
We   must   focus   on   the   positive 
recommendations. There's no sense in 
complaining about how we're being 
treated," she said. 
Also, those attending the meeting cited 
the need for strong leadership in the effort 
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Energy awareness week 
promotes management 
and saving of resources 
by Jennifer Overman 
asst. news editor 
Energy conservation and 
management are the topics of 
this year's Energy Awareness 
Day at JMU. 
October is Energy 
Awareness Month in Virginia, 
and for the second year, JMU 
Facilities Management 
Operations has developed a 
program for Oct. 26 as JMU'S 
Energy Awareness Day. 
The purpose of the day is to 
provide energy management 
program information to the 
campus, said John Crim, chief 
engineer of facilities 
management operations. 
Energy management is not 
only good for ihc environment 
but can also translate into 
high-dollar savings on utility 
bills, he said. 
Information programs have 
been scheduled throughout the 
day at Taylor Hall, room 311, 
as well as in the Facilities 
Management Maintenance 
Building on Grace Street 
"We are trying to get word 
out and get awareness up," 
Crim said. 
At 8 and 10 a.m. on Oct. 
26, there will be a seminar 
tilled, "Computerized Energy 
Management at JMU," 
followed by a Taylor Hall 
Equipment Room tour 
showing JMU's energy 
sources and usages at 9 a.m., 
11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. 
In the afternoon, there will 
be an "Energy Management 
Computer Control Room 
Tour" of the Maintenance 
Building on Grace Street at 1 
p.m. and every half hour until 
3 "p.m. 
The Harrisonburg Energy 
Commission will be present to 
give the tours of the facilities 
at Taylor Hall and the 
maintenance building, Crim 
said. 
Rounding out the day will 
be an "Energy Round Table 
Discussion" from 3 - 5 p.m. 
Strides have already been 
made in conserving energy, 
Crim said. 
JMU consumption costs 
were down on air conditioning 
usage $18,000 from last year, 
he said. 
During the 1992 summer 
months, the air conditioners 
were left on, he said. In the 
1993 summer months, the air 
conditioners were turned off 
and on according to need. 
SGA talks of reopened lines 
of communication with WXJM 
by Cristie Breen 
SGA reporter 
Plans were announced at the 
Student Government Association 
meeting Tuesday to publicize the 
newly opened lines of 
communication between WXJM 
and SGA. 
SGA President Josh Pringle 
announced that he and Courtney 
Hermann, general manager of 
WXJM, will co-write a letter to 
The Breeze discussing the terms 
of the agreement they came to at 
last Wednesday's executive 
council meeting. 
The controversial bill, which 
proposed a survey of students' 
musical tastes, sparked reaction 
last week after it was passed by 
ihc senate and tabled by the SGA 
executive committee. 
During the executive council 
meeting last Wednesday, the two 
groups compromised on the issue 
and put an end to the hostilities 
that had apparently developed 
between them. In exchange for 
the tabling of the bill, it was 
agreed that WXJM would arrange 
for a survey to be drafted by an 
impartial body within the 
university. 
WXJM cited "illegality" as a 
reason why the senate should not 
pass the bill Tuesday, but SGA 
Vice President Allan Grimsley 
said passing the bill would have 
been perfectly legal. 
In a discussion with members 
of the Federal Communications 
Commission, Grimsley was 
informed that illegality was not a 
question. 
"There is nothing illegal about 
a survey, as long as it doesn't 
bind an organization to do 
something," Grimsley said. 
According to SGA Secretary 
Jenny Biondi, the executive 
committee had several reasons for 
tabling the bill. 
"The name calling and Fighting 
had continued long enough," 
Biondi said, referring to apparent 
anti-SGA statements made by 
WXJM deejays throughout the 
day last Wednesday. 
"The question was over the 
direction in which the 
questionnaire was being sent" 
rather than the content or 
purpose of the survey itself, 
Biondi said. 
The executive council also 
expressed concern that if the bill 
were referred to the Board of 
Visitors, it might have sent a 
message to the JMU 
administration that student 
groups can't solve problems on 
their own. 
Sen. Michael Booker, who 
originally proposed the bill, will 
appear with Hermann on "Hey 
U!" this week to discuss the 
issue. "Hey U!" is the JMU 
student-run news and feature 
television show on Channel 43. 
Also at the meeting: 
• Commuter Sen. Tim Cookc 
wrote a bill proposing that the 
SGA support a plan by the 
athletic department to make a bid 
for JMU to host a 1993 NCAA 
Soccer Tournament first-round 
game. 
The $6,000 cost of the bid 
would be nonrefundable in the 
case that JMU is not chosen to 
host the tournament. 
• A bill was announced by 
commuter Sen. Erik Cole to 
conduct a contest between 
residence halls that "motivates 
SGA page 10 
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OLDE MILL VILLAGE 
432-9502 
fill Leases are 
Individual at 
No Extra Charge 
rryr 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsley and Constable 




Amenities Galore ° 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb 
or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments.  
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. ^ 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
-J 
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World News 
NEWSFILE 
U.S. withdraws Rangers from Somalia, 
takes cautious stance towards Aidid 
Bhutto elected Prime Minister 
of Pakistan after long struggle 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — Benazir 
Bhutto was elected Pakistan's prime 
minister Tuesday after a three-year 
struggle to return to power. 
Bhutto, who gained Tame as the first 
woman to lead an Islamic country when 
she won her first campaign for prime 
minister five years ago, reclaimed control 
of a country ravaged by political and 
economic turmoil at home and ostracized 
internationally over questions of nuclear 
weapons, terrorism and drug trafficking. 
Bhutto hopes to "bring Pakistan out of 
its international isolation," and will place 
a high priority on improving the country's 
relationship with the United States. 
She was thrown out of office in 1990 
for corruption. Bhutto claimed she was 
expelled for political reasons, then lost the 
next campaign because it was rigged. 
Jurors in Denny beating trial 
revealing unusual quirks 
LOS ANGELES — In notes to the judge, 
private conversations and courtroom 
remarks, jurors in the Reginald Denny 
beating trial have shown quirks that 
seldom surface in such a high-profile case. 
The saga continued Tuesday. The panel 
quit when one female juror complained of 
high blood pressure. Later, another female 
juror was taken to a hospital for treatment 
of an undisclosed medical problem. There 
is only one remaining alternate. 
During the six-week trial, five jurors 
have been replaced — two for illness, one 
for personal reasons, one for talking loo 
much about the trial and one for being 
unable to participate in deliberations. 
Although most of the jury has been 
sequestered for 16 days, the current group 
has been meeting for three days. 
Nixon cheering for George Allen 
as friendship goes back to 50's 
RICHMOND, Va. — George Allen, the 
coach, was a favorite of Richard Nixon, 
the president, who once drafted a play for 
the Washington Redskins. Twenty years 
later, Nixon is offering his help to Allen's 
son — George Allen, the politician. 
Nixon, 80, will appear with the 
Republican candidate for Virginia 
governor Thursday night at a fund-raiser 
sponsored by the Republican National 
Committee in New York. 
, In 1971, Nixon visited Redskins Park 
and suggested a new play, the screen pass, 
that was used later dial year in a playoff 
game against die San Francisco 49ers. 
The play didn't work, but the Aliens 
still visited the While House, going to 
state dinners. The friendship went back to 
when Allen coached at Nixon's alma 
mater, Whiuier College in California 
—LA. ITnies/Washlngton Post news 
 service 
WASHINGTON — President Clinton on 
Tuesday ordered the withdrawal of U.S. 
Army Rangers from Somalia, part of a 
series of signals by U.S. officials that the 
United States is adopting a conciliatory 
stance toward Somali warlord Mohamcd 
Farrah Aidid and limiting the role of U.S. 
forces in Somalia 
Peter Tarnoff, undersecretary of state 
for political affairs, declared that the 
United States will not participate in efforts 
to capture Aidid or others deemed 
responsible for killing 24 Pakistani 
peacekeepers in June. U.N. and U.S. 
officials have also held Aidid responsible 
in the deaths of U.S. soldiers, 18 of whom 
were killed in a baulc with Aidid's forces 
on Oct. 3. 
"The United Nations now understands 
that the United States will not be party to 
attempts to apprehend cither General 
Aidid or those responsible because we feel 
it is important to give the political 
reconciliation a chance," Tarnoff told the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
Tarnoff also said that a political 
solution to the fighting in Somalia "must 
involve the leaders of the Aidid faction, 
and probably General Aidid himself." 
Clinton was ambiguous on whether the 
United States was forever ruling out going 
after Aidid, but he described the new 
situation as being "in a stand-down 
position" towards Aidid. The Rangers, a 
force of 750 soldiers skilled in quick- 
strike combat tactics, were helping carry 
out a U.N. directive to capture Aidid. 
In Mogadishu, the senior U.S. military 
commander in Somalia, U.S. Army Maj. 
Gen. Thomas Montgomery, sketched a 
narrow role for arriving American combat 
reinforcements, saying they will not come 
out of their compounds except on training 
missions, convoy duly or in response to 
pleas for help from U.N. forces. 
Aidid said last week when he released 
U.S. helicopter pilot Michael Durant and a 
Nigerian peacekeeper lhat he expected 
something in return. But the While House 
denied that the decision lo withdraw the 
Rangers was part of any deal with Aidid. 
But even as he ordered the withdrawal 
of the Rangers, Clinton noted that the 
3,600 Marines recently stationed offshore 
in Somalia include forces with a "special 
operations capability," a reference lo ihcir 
routine training in missions such as 
hostage rescues and helicopter raids. The 
Marines arc not considered "special 
forces," however, and — unlike the 
Rangers — such operations arc a small 
part of their mission and training. 
Despite military maneuvering, a senior 
State Department official said a new 
bottom line has emerged: the need lo 
promote political talks, which have been 
stalled without Aidid's participation. 'The 
priority now is on political reconciliation," 
said the official. 
The cautious U.S. stance reflects 
continuing uncertainly over the intcnlions 
of Aidid, who technically remains a 
fugitive from the United Nations. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
Clinton reveals broad package to curb global warming 
WASHINGTON — President Clinton on 
Tuesday unveiled a broad package of 
initiatives to curb the threat of global 
warming, including projects for planting 
more trees, increasing use of hydroelectric 
power and raising efficiency standards for 
home appliances. 
In a While House ceremony, Clinion 
appealed to U.S. industrial leaders to help 
reduce greenhouse gases by voluntarily 
taking part in the initiatives; only a few 
make industry participation mandatory. 
The "Climate Change Action Plan'' is 
designed lo cut emission of carbon dioxide 
and other greenhouse gases to their 1990 
levels. The measures would reduce 
emissions by 100 million metric tons a 
year. Total emissions in 1990 were 1,367 
million metric tons, according lo the plan. 
The plan calls for S60 billion in private 
investment in energy-saving programs and 
SI .9 billion in federal spending, most of it 
rcdireclcd from existing programs. No 
new taxes would be required. 
Vice President Al Gore favorably 
compared the current environmental 
record to lhat of the Bush While House. 
President Bush, warned the costs of 
fighting global warming could hurt the 
economy, never offered a comprehensive 
plan for reducing greenhouse emissions. 
Bush signed the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate 
Change al the Rio "Earth Summit" in 
1992, committing the U.S. to cut 
emissions to 1990 levels. Clintons plan is 
designed lo comply wilh thai document. 
Many environmentalists said they doubt 
industry participation will be high enough 
lo reach ihc 1990 levels. A coalition of 
environmental groups held a news 
conference lasl week lo criticize ihc heavy 
reliance on voluntary action. 
"This tells the international community 
lhat they don't have lo use lough measures 
to fight global warming," Greenpeace 
spokesman Steve Kretzman said. "It tells 
ihcm that voluntary measures are enough, 
and that's the wrong signal." 
The plan oudines 50 measures, many of 
which require joint participation between 
federal agencies and the private sector. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
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Incense Holders 
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• Hand-made jewelry from Bali, 
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• Environmentally friendly gifts 
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Campus News 
JMU's Economic Development Week ends 
with strategic development conference 
The Second Annual Western Virginia Strategic 
Development Conference, which will be held today from 
1 - 5:30 p.m. and tomorrow from 8 am. -1:30 p.m. at the 
Campus Center, rounds out JMU's Economic 
Development Week. The conference costs $50 per person. 
The conference is designed to combine the expertise of 
area government, business and industrial leaders with 
topics such as health issues, entrepreneurship, small 
business development and rebuilding 1-81. 
For more information or to register, call x7088. 
"ttJOM 
NEWSFILE 
Music faculty member in JMU's Semester 
in London Program to present organ recital 
Mark Stringer, a music faculty member in JMU's 
Semester in London program, will present an organ recital 
during his visit to campus Oct. 17-29. 
Stringer will perform Oct. 25 at First Presbyterian 
Church at 17 Court Square at 8 p.m. Admission is free. 
Stringer is an organist and master of music at the Royal 
Parish Church of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Trafalgar 
Square, London. He has performed in the United 
Kingdom, France, Germany and Holland. 
Timex Fitness events encourage wellness 
From Oct. 24-29, JMU will be participating in the Fifth 
Annual Timex Fitness Week. 
• Wellness Challenge, Wellness Center, 8 p.m. Oct. 25. 
• Safety Awareness/Self-Defense Clinic, Hillside Fitness 
Center, 6:30 pjn. Oct. 26. 
• Bicycle Tune-Up and Maintenance Clinic, Godwin Hall 
Squash Court, 8 p.m. Oct. 26. 
• Brown Bag Lecture, "Fitness and Self-Esteem," Logan 
Hall, Women's Resource Center, 12:15 p.m. Oct. 26. 
• Timex Fitness Competition, Bridgeforth Stadium, 7 p.m. 
Oct. 27. 
• World's Largest Aerobics Class, Godwin Gym, 5:45 
p.m. OcL 28. 
• "Skate For The Health Of It," Skatctown USA, 7:30 -10 
p.m. Oct. 28. Free admission with JMU identification. 
Bike Education Week focuses on safety 
JMU's Bike Education Week will run from OcL 25-29. 
• Information table. Warren Hall near the post office, 11 
a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 25-29. Sponsored by Commuter 
Student Council and Council of Campus Leaders. 
• Bikes on display with area bike specialist to answer 
questions on locks, security and maintenance, the 
commons, 11 a.m. -1 p.m. Oct. 26. Sponsored by CSC. 
• Harrison burg and JMU Bike Patrol officers available to 
answer questions, the commons. 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 28. 
Campus cadets will be registering bikes on the commons 
as well. Sponsored by CSC. 
Friends of Viet Nam, Inc., Yee's Place 
hosting evening of Vietnamese culture 
. On Tuesday, "Oct. 26 from 6 - 9 p.m.. Friends of Viet 
Nam, Inc. will host an evening of Vietnamese cuisine and 
culture at Yee's Place, 1588 S. Main Sreet Admission is 
$7, with S3 to help underprivileged children and refugees. 
Vietnamese singers and hostesses dressed in traditional 
Vietnamese clothes will give the restaurant an authentic 
atmosphere. A collection of photography and other 
exhibits from Vietnam will be on display, and those who 
took the pictures and acquired the exhibits will be on hand 
to tell about their adventures in Southeast Asia. 
For more information, call 433-7144. 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Assault & Battery 
• Two Virginia Tech students and one JMU student reported 
being assaulted by live white males in G-lol on Oct. 16. 
One ol the alleged assailants was reported wearing a Virginia 
Military Institute sweatshirt. All live ol the alleged assailants 
reportedly fled in a light-blue station wagon. 
The station wagon had a "VMI Keydet' decal on the rear 
window. One ol the victims sustained a 2-inch laceration above his 
right eye. 
Alcohol Poisoning 
• A student was charged judicialy alter sullering apparent alcohol 
poisoning in Hflbide Hall at 1 04 a.m. Oct. 17. 
The student reportedly was found in a semi-conscious state and 
was vomiting. Police summoned a rescue squad to transport the 
student to Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room for 
treatment. 
The student reportedly had attended an oH-campus parly. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A resident's door was reported damaged in a fraternity house on 
Greek Row between 11 p.m. Oct. 14 and 1:45 p.m. Oct. 15. 
• A window screen was reported cut on a resident's window in the 
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority house between 6:30 p.m. Oct. 9 and 
8:30 p.m. Oct. 15. 
No entry was gained into the building. Damage is estimated at 
$25. 
• A glass light panel was reported damaged in the Sigma Pi 
Iraternrty house between 11:45pm.Od 18 and 1:30 a.m. Od 19. 
The panel, which is next to an entrance door, reportedly was 
broken with a brick 
Burglary 
• An unidentified individual reportedly entered an unlocked vehicle 
in Upper L-lot and stole a wallet from the glove compartment 
between 12:01 a.m. and 9 a.m. Oct. 14. 
The wallet reportedly contained a driver's license, $10 cash and 
a credit card. 
Grand Larceny 
• A wallet and its contents were reported stolen 
during band practice on Hillside Field between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Oct. 15. 
A driver's license, $8 cash, several credit cards, a debit card and 
personal keys were reported stolen. 
The owner ol the wallet was in band practice when the theft 
reportedly occurred. 
• A wallet containing credit cards was reported stolen from the 
lacutty/stafl locker room in Godwin Hall between 12 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
Oct. 16. 
Petty Larceny 
• A black ledora hat was reported stolen from a classroom in 
Miller Hall between 10:40 a.m. and 1 p.m. Oct. 7. 
The hat, which was mistakenly left in the room, is valued at $50. 
DUI 
• Non-student Sean Fletcher, 19, of Harrisonburg, was arrested 
and charged with driving under the inlluence ol alcohol at the 
intersection ol Bluestone Drive and Duke's Drive at 2:42 a.m. Oct. 
19. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31:45 
Number ol parking tickets issued between Oct. 11-15:629 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Tliursday 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm. B-3, 
5 - 6:30 p.m. 
• Planetarium program, Miller Hall, John C. Wells 
Planetarium, 7 and 8: 30 p.m. Focus on the seasonal 
night sky. Admission is free. 
Friday 
• Disability Awareness Day, Valley Mall, 10 a.m. - 9 
p.m. Featuring displays and representatives from 
local, state and federal agencies to share ideas with 
public on existing and needed services. 
• Women's Volleyball, JMU vs. William & Mary, 
Godwin Gym, 7 p.m. 
Saturday Sunday 
• 1993 Parade of Champions Marching Band 
Festival, Bridgeforth Stadium, 7:30 a.m. -10:45 p.m. 
Featuring 56 high school bands from four states. 
Admission for students and senior citizens S3, adults 
$5. 
• Men's Soccer, JMU vs. William & Mary, X-Lot 
Field, 2 p.m. 
• Women's Soccer, JMU vs. American, X-Lol Field, 
1 p.m. 
• Fall foliage walk, JMU Arboretum, 2 p.m. Dr. 
Norlyn Bodkin to lead walk. Admission is free and 
open to the public. Parking available in arboretum lot 
off University Boulevard. 
Monday Tuesday 
• Honors Program Committee meeting, D-Hall 
Conference Room, noon. 
• Honor Advisory Board meeting, Carrier Library, 
rm.109", 5 p.m. 
• Triathlon Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 
6 p.m. 
• Teacher education information meeting, Taylor 
Hall, rm. 306,6:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
• Visiting Scholars Lecture, "Some Unlatent 
Consequences of Microcomputers on the Family, 
Work and the Conduct of Science," Zane Showker 
Hall, rm. G-5,7:30 p.m. Speaker is William Snizek. 
• "Diabetes: Medication and Exercise," RMH, 
Conference Room C, 10 a.m. - noon. Coordinated by 
Educational Services Department. Cost is $10 a 
person. To register, call 433-4533 or 433-4269 by 
Oct. 25. 
• Commission on Campus Planning meeting, 
Taylor Hall, rm. 309,10 a.m. 
• Visiting Scholars Lecture, "The New American 
Revolution: Aging in America," Zane Showker Hall, 
rm. G-5,7 p.m. Speaker is Daniel Thursz, president 
of the National Council on the Aging, Inc. 




Weekly Buffet Hours 
Mon.-Fri. 
Wed. Night 










Call for children's prices. 
10% discount on buffet until Oct. 31st. 
(Only with student I.D.) 
434-3003 1588 S. Main St 
B 
Just a fraction of our time watching movies 
could help bring many happy endings. 
five hours of volunteer time 
per week the standard of 
giving in America. 
Millions of people have/-l» _ W^-^    Get involved with the 
helped make five perceni   ijIVC FlYC ca^ you care about 
of their incomes and     whaiyotite; &«* «immeasurable,   and give five. 
Itls so easy to help your 
community, when you think 
about it. f 
ft Don't Miss 
WjV> Our Exit! 
6, 9 & 12 Month 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 




Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 




Moo. - Fri. 10   6 
Weekend - Appointments 
Welcome 
' Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harosonburg, VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Bat 24^ East on 
ReouWic Road to top b( hill, right on Devon Lane.ro Rental Office. 
Port 
434-2220 
Back By Popular Demand!   In 
Harrisonburg for 2 Days: ONLY! 
Oct. 29 & 30. 
Glamour 
''Experience the 'Excitement*of a High Fashion Photo Session 
Our Fabulous Package Offers More - Compare! 
• Complete Make-Over and Hairstyling by Top Professionals. 
• Professional Photography Session with Creative Lighting and 
Softening for an Almost Flawless Look! 
• 7 Wardrobe Changes - Lots to Choose From 
• 25 Pose Selection 
• Fun for Men, Women, and Children 
Call Today for Appointment! 434-0340 
GREAT GIFT IDEA! LST 
Presented by 







Session Fee $24.95 
PREPAY SPECIAL 
ONLY S14.95 
(PORTRAITS SOLD SEPARATELY) 
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Candidates. 
continued from page 1 
Terry agreed that more parental and 
community support is needed in schools, 
but she also said Virginia must provide for 
those students who have no support at 
home. 
She said she wants to invest $100 
million to lower the teacher-pupil ratio to 
1:18 in the state's poorer school districts 
for kindergarten through third grade. 
"We need to do right by the students in 
K through three so we can get students in 
the pipeline," Terry said. 
Terry said she wants to set up programs 
to easily measure academic standards and 
stretch the dollars education receives from 
the state. 
Allen and Terry disagree on school 
choice between public and private schools. 
Allen advocates vouchers that would 
allow parents to obtain public funds to 
send their children to private schools if 
they so desire. 
Allen, whose daughter attends public 
school, said, "Ninety-five percent of the 
people will choose public school. They 
should have the choice." 
Terry said public funds should stay in 
public education so it can be strengthened. 
"We need to do all we can to support our 
public schools. Our public schools are in 
trouble." 
Both Allen and Terry said higher 
education must improve efficiency and 
"hold the line" on tuition for in-state 
students. 
Allen said he plans to do this with 
tuition agreement contracts and by making 
college presidents cut waste. Terry wants 
to raise tuition for out-of-state students 
and professional schools, integrating 
certain programs in the state and spending 
less on administration. 
Allen and Terry pledged to expand 
business in Virginia, in part to provide 
jobs for recent college graduates. 
The debate gave the candidates the 
opportunity to express their views on other 
issues of the campaign as well. 
Allen voiced his pledge to abolish 
"lenient parole laws" if elected and to 
provide "workfare," having able-bodied 
welfare recipients do community service 
in exchange for benefits. 
Terry said she would establish a five- 
day waiting period for the purchase of 
handguns, and she would strengthen the 
state's parole laws. 
At the end of his opening statement, 
Allen asked Terry to make a pledge with 
him that neither candidate would run 
attack ads for the remainder of the 
campaign. 
Terry shook hands with Allen but said 
they would discuss who began the ads 
later. 
According to Roberts, Allen has a 
seven to 10 point lead over Terry, based 
on recent polls. 
With less than two weeks to go before 
the election, most voters have made up 
their minds, he said. 
Roberts said Democrat Don Beyer is 
leading Republican Mike Farris by seven 
to eight points in the polls for lieutenant 
governor. 
In the at tor. jy general's race, the polls 
place Republican Jim Gilmore eight to 
nine points ahead of the Democrat's 
candidate, Bill Dolan. 
Campus Spotlight on... 
How do you feel about the reduction of 
credit hours needed for graduation 
from 128 to 125, and possibly to 120? 
/ don't see that much of a problem 
with the system the way 
it is now. Benjamin McDowell 
sophomore, political science 
I'm going to be taking so many 
classes that it doesn't make much of a 
difference. Vasavi Kondisetty 
sophomore, psychology/pre-med 
Its good because a lot of the classes 
we take are unnecessary . .. not 
applicable. HOP« Kim 
junior, speech pathology 
SPOTLIGHT BY NICKI CAMPBELL 
• It's so easy to help your community, 
when you think about it 
• Millions of people have helped make 
five percent of their incomes and five 
hours of volunteer time per week the 
standard of giving in America. 
• Get involved with the causes you care 
about and give five. 
} 
WhalyoUvjbQCk^jimttasurai 
Just a fraction of what we spend on 
sports can help keep society in shape. 
Join the organization that pays you to read, write and think. 
Join The Breeze. 
Join the organization that pays you to ready write and think. 
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AAUP. 
continued from page 3 
to support faculty during the upcoming 
changes. 
Dan Clark, associate professor of 
music, said, "I'm disappointed in this non- 
performance" of the Faculty Senate and 
AAUP in university governance. "I'm 
looking for a leader to follow. I don't see 
it. I don't think we're getting anywhere." 
Some faculty seem to consider parts of 
the restructuring as unnecessary change. 
For example, during the meeting the 
proposed continuous academic year 
system was criticized as a "dead idea of 
(he '60s." That system would divide a 12- 
monlh year into three equal academic 
periods. 
"There seems to be an obsession with 
change for the sake of change," Leary 
said. 
Taking a back seat to the original 
agenda scheduled from the beginning of 
the semester, the AAUP recognized the 
need for a more active role in the 
university's governance system. 
The scheduled agenda called for a 
discussion on the influences of tenure, 
promotion and due process on "academic 
freedom." 
"Academic freedom" refers to a faculty 
member's right to speak out on class- 
related subjects in and outside of the 
classroom.e scheduled for Thursday, Oct. 
28. 
SGA 
continued from page 1 
and encourages students to conserve 
energy" and make students aware of the 
goals of Virginia and the JMU Energy 
Commission. 
• Booker proposed a bill to grant Sigma 
Gamma Rho, a service sorority, $2,500 in 
order to pay for a speaker's fee. Nationally 
renowned poet Nikki Giovanni, sponsored 
by the sorority, is scheduled to speak in 
November. 
• Sen. Todd Myrick proposed a bill to 
allocate $500 to Brothers of Negro 
Descent, an organization that provides 
support for minority men. The group is 
hosting a special week OcL 31 - Nov. 6 to 
"recognize the accomplishments of BOND 
on the JMU campus," Myrick said. 
The   week   will   feature   a   non- 
denominational religious service, a joint 
meeting between BOND and ihc Women 
of Color, and several dances. 
• Eight student members were appointed 
to the minor violations board, which is 
part of the university judicial system and 
headed by Booker, student judicial 
coordinator. 
According to the student handbook, 
minor violations include situations that 
involve bicycle theft, camping, firc- 
fighting equipment, littering, pels, sound 
equipment, Newman Lake and smoking. 
• SGA will host a 15 to 20-minutc radio 
spot-on WXJM on Tuesday nights at the 
end of the weekly issues show TALK. 
The SGA spot, featuring varying SGA 
members, will begin at 11:40 p.m. Hosts 
will discuss various SGA issues. 
THERE'S MORE 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 
sauce and pepperoncinis - all 
-r^Z***^ Everyday. 
at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
casy   433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 







,   Additional loppings only 93#   || Additional loppings only 93< ■'   Additional toppings only 93* l 
i_ _E*Eir?§. ID. 2P Da^s__ jl_ Expires in JQJ^vjS nfLfU[l{ixDires in 30 Davs _, 
11AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 
99 5 + tax 
CRAKJ NEWMAN 
Cleanin' up 
One of the four members of the Anthony-Seeger housekeeping staff 
tidies up after a long day and many students have left their marks. 
Just when you thought you had it all figured out... 
.. .when at last it had finally started to make some sense... 
OAAAAY BLAZE 
HAPPENED 
He offers a new insight 
on everything from 
growing up to grownups, 
from James Bond to 
James Brown, and from 
men... 








DATE: Wednesday, November 3 
TIME: 8:00PM 
PLACE: PC Ballroom 
COST: $2.00 for everyonelll 
Look at it this way.. .his way.. .and you'll never look the samel 
Tickets can be purchased in advance at the Warren Hall Box 
Office or at the door the night of the show. 
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Focus 
National health care plan allegedly provides 
savings for consumers in a managed system 
by Larry Cooper 
staffwriter 
The cost of care remains forefront in 
the minds of Americans as they consider 
President Bill Clinton's health agenda. 
Implementing Clinton's health care 
reform package might create savings for 
consumers, cut red tape and cover basic 
health needs through managed 
competition and employer-employee cost 
sharing. 
Young adults from 18 lo 24-years-old, 
previously the largest single group of 
uninsured people in the United Slates, will 
be a significant addition lo the risk pool— 
which includes all consumers who are 
insured. 
Dr. Diane Shipe, a JMU associate 
professor of health sciences, said, "[Young 
people's] rales will be higher, but when 
you get to be 40 or 50 years old you're 
paying the same rate, but all the 20-year 
olds are subsidizing you." 
As with social security, young workers 
pay into the system and receive benefits in 
A new prescription 
drug benefit for Medicare patients. 
A new long-term 
care benefit for the severely 
disabled 
Start-up cost 
for the new regional health care 
alliances, through which most 
people would buy Insurance. 
Subsidies to firms 
with fewer than 50 employees 
with an average wage of less than 
$24,000 and large employers vM" 
low-wage workers. 
their later years. 
Junior health sciences major Kim 
Weitzenhofer said, "1 think the most 
important thing is that we slay aware. 
Know thai you have input, you're not just 
being told what lo do. Recognize thai this 
does affect us." 
Consumers save on comprehensive 
coverage 
Perhaps the most crucial aspect of 
Clinton's program is the savings 
proposals. 
In his Sept. 22 health care reform 
speech, he staled a plan for basic coverage 
offered to all workers. Employers would 
pay 80 percent of the premiums and 
employees would pick up the remaining 
20 percent 
If a plan is implemented in 1994, ii will 
cost $1,800 per year for individuals and 
$4,200 per year for two-parcni families, 
according to the Sept. 20 Time. 
"I think we're all going to be affected 
no matter where you go," said Dick 
Pierce, vice president of planning and 
marketing for Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital. 
"The question is, who's going to pay 
for all this? Most proposals call for 
expanded coverage al a lower fee. I think 
(RMH is] prepared for it as an institution 
in that we've maintained a fairly low cost 
basis in the past We've got that advantage 
because it's been part of our strategic plan 
for years.'' 
Health care spending would be 
managed and limited by a national health 
care board. This board would determine 
when health care professionals are 
charging excessive fees. 
However, some health care providers 
say the restrictions and cost controls will 
limit development of new drugs and cause 
FUNDING SOURCES 
Cutting the annual growth 
of Medlcald and Medicare 
spending. 
New taxes 
on alcohol, cigarettes and large 
corporations. 
Limits on fees 
to doctors and hospitals. 
Reduced expenses 
fort#i$eral health care. Medicaid 
recipients and government 
employees would buy less 
expensive coverage through 
regional alliances, 
New taxes W^. 
from higher wages. Health 
benefits are not taxed wages are. 
Shift part of ffre cost • 
of Medicare and Medicaid to the 
private sector, Employers would 
pay part of the health cost for 
employees who are eligible for 
Medicaid and Medicare. 
CHRIS CAMERA 
health care services to be rationed, 
according lo the Sept. 20 Time. 
Alliances       create       managed 
competition 
Managed competition joins insurance 
buyers and alliances so they can compclc 
for the best service al the bcsl price wilh 
competing networks of doctors, hospitals, 
and health care providers. These alliances 
between insurance companies have been 
presented as a key lo financing Clinton's 
reforms. 
Alliances began in ihc 1960s and 1970s 
under the lerm "community rating," 
according to Shipc. They were abandoned 
later in the '70s, as the insurance industry 
became more competitive. 
Now the United Slates is looking ui 
alliances again, and they would probably 
be organized by the employer. For 
example, a huge corporation with 25,000 
employees would be its own alliance. 
The theory is that if consumers join 
alliances by the thousands, al this 
magnitude, insurance companies will be 
forced to bid for the consumers' business, 
providing optimum service at lower 
premiums. 
The Health Center may also be facing a 
serious reshuffling of services and funds 
due to the potential changes in the health 
care system. 
JMU Health Center director Donna 
Harper questioned how the Health Center 
would fit into the new alliance system. 
"Would students join an alliance in the 
region where the school is and gel treated 
that way, or would they join the alliance of 
their parents and pay a fee for service 
because they are outside their alliance?" 
she said. 
The influx of people into the system 
who previously did not have insurance 
would also increase the "risk pool," or 
total number of people an insurance 
company uses lo estimate claims. 
"Consumers, by banding together, will 
have more market power," Shipe said. 
"The larger group the insurer has, the less 
uncertainly there is in the system. Having 
less uncertainly lends lo push down 
insurance premiums." 
The large number of comsumcrs 
reduces "cost shifting," where those who 
can't pay their hospital bills are covered 
by the excess skimmed off the bills of 
other insured patients. 
This means that big corporations and 
government employers who insure ihcir 
workers are subsidizing the health care of 
uninsured patients. 
Businesses share expenses 
Clinton's plan tentatively requires thai 
small businesses devote 3.5 percent of 
their payrolls to insuring their workers. 
It will also require that large companies 
wilh more than 5,000 workers devote 7.9 
percent of their payroll to employee 
insurance, according to the Sept 20 Time. 




In patient hospital 
Limitations:Private Room only 
when medically necessary 
Professional services outpatient 
hospital, including emergency 
No limitations 
Preventive services, 
Including well-baby, prenatal 
Limitations: Preventive adult services 
include pelvic exams, cholesterol 
screening and mammograms every 
2 to 5 years 
Hospice 
Limilations:As hospital alternative 
for terminally ill 
Home health care 
Limitations: As inpatient 
alternative; coverage reassessed 
at 60 days; added institutional care 
Extended care facilities (nursing, 
rehabilitation facilities) 
Limitations: As hospital alternative, 
100-day limit 
Outpatient physical, occupational, 
speech therapy 
Limitations: Only to restore function 
or minimize limitations from illness or 
injury; reassessment at 60 days; 
additional coverage only if improving 
Medical equipment, outpatient lab, 
ambulance 
No limitations 
Routine eye and and ear exams, 
eyeglasses 
Limitations: Eyeglasses for children only 
Dental services (Initial: Preventative) 
Limitations: Only for under 18 
Prescription drugs 
No limitations 
Mental health/substance abuse 
Initial Inpatient services 
Limitations:30 days per episode; 
60 days per year maximum 
Hospital alternatives 
Limitations: 120 days maximum 
Outpatient 
Limitations:30 psychotherapy visits 
SOURCE: 
THE WASHINGTON POST 
CHRIS CAMERA 
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Grads are taking care of business 
by Jason Corner 
contributing writer 
Undcrgrads may make beer 
their business on weekends, but 
two JMU graduates have made a 
career of it. 
Many other JMU graduates 
have gone on to open their own 
businesses here in Harrisonburg. 
Establishing a business can be 
risky, but they say the results can 
be rewarding. 
JMU grads seize the 
opportunity to be their own 
bosses 
Steve Mullcr and Craig Baur's 
dreams of going into business 
together one day came true when 
they bought JM's on South Main 
Street. In 1990, Mullcr graduated 
with a degree in marketing, and 
Baur received his degree in 
political science. 
"Our last semester here, we'd 
come to JM's on Mondays and 
say 'Boy, can you imagine 
owning this place,' " Mullcr said. 
"There was so much we could do 
with it" 
That opportunity came in 
October of 1991 when Muller, 
employed by Lenier Voice 
Products in Fairfax, was in 
Harrisonburg speaking to 
marketing students. He heard that 
the original owners were selling 
JM's and jumped on the 
opportunity, summoning Baur 
from his nightclub job at the 
Lime Key in Miami. 
Muller and Baur spent the next 
nine months going from bank to 
bank, trying to get a loan and 
being turned down at every one. 
Salvation came in the form of a 
loan officer at First American 
bank who was a former classmate 
and understood the potential of 
JM's. The loan on the business is 
now completely paid off, with the 
loan on the land still pending. 
Since taking over, Baur and 
Muller have put a deck outside, 
installed a satellite system and 
obtained a liquor license for the 
restaurant. 
"We've added new dimensions 
to the place," Baur said. 
He said that since they look 
over, business has improved, 
sales arc up "considerably" and 
lake-out delivery has increased 
by 30 percent. 
Instead of teaming up to buy a 
business, one JMU grad decided 
to drop her career and go on her 
own. 
Following her graduation from 
JMU in 1982 Terry Crissman 
sold insurance and then was a 
supervisor at Duponl in 
Wayncsboro for nine years. She 
took an early retirement in March 
of 1993 and used her total 
pension, along with a bank loan, 
to open Underneath It All, a 
lingerie and intimate apparel 
store, behind the Valley Mall. 
Crissman relies on her 
business as her sole source of 
income. It has also given her a 
sense of pride, and it even helps 
her manage her personal budget. 
Business has gone well so far, 
and she expects it to pick up 
significanUy in the Christmas and 
Valentine's Day seasons. 
Rather   than   start  a   new 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
Terry Crissman, a 1982 grad, recently retired from her nine-year career at Dupont to open up 
Underneath it All, a lingerie and intimate apparel shop. 
STEVE FOWLER 
Ron Copeland prepares an order at his restaurant, The Little 
Grill on North Main Street. 
business, Ron Copeland decided 
to go into something familiar. 
Having worked at a popular 
Harrisonburg restaurant — the 
Little Grill — while at JMU, he 
returned two years later to 
become its owner and manager. 
Copeland majored in English 
and minored in theater, with the 
intention of becoming a writer. 
After leaving school in 1990, he 
worked as a dish washer and in 
various other jobs in Memphis 
and Seattle, characterizing 
himself as a "restaurant rat." 
He moved back to 
Harrisonburg in June 1992 with 
money he had saved and with a 
loan from a former employer in 
Seattle, and he parlayed this into 
a restaurant business. 
As in Copeland's case, post- 
graduation plans don't always 
turn out as expected.Lora Jell 
graduated in 1976 with a degree 
in biology, but her intention to do 
lab work never panned out. 
Instead, she opened her own 
framing business. Picture Frame, 
in me basement of her home. She 
still remembers what she learned 
in lime management, getting 
things done and general 
organizational skills. 
Jell has been setting frames for 
photos, art and documents for 
almost four years. 
She proudly displays her very 
first piece of work on the wall of 
her bascmeni store — her JMU 
diploma. 
Jctl also works part-time as a 
secretary in ihe JMU health 
science department, 
supplementing her income from 
the store, which she says is 
growing all the time. 
She's confident that Picture 
Frame will eventually be her only 
job. "Someday, I'll be able to 
lake over the whole basement!" 
Finding a market is essential 
The recipe for maintaining a 
business has many ingredients. 
"You need persistence, 
perseverance, and you need to 
know your market," said 
Crissman, whose lingerie shop is 
the only one of its kind in 
Harrisonburg. 
An Augusta County native, 
Crissman graduated from JMU 
with a B.B.A. in management 
and marketing. Coming from a 
rural   background,   her  first 
items to more risque items," as 
well as bathrobes and silk boxer 
shorts for men. 
Another entrepreneur found a 
unique niche in the Shenandoah 
Valley. Dwight Wyse, president 
of Computer Management and 
Device Services, has applied the 
lessons of patience and 
perseverance to build his 
company. 
Wyse saw that expertise in 
computer systems was needed in 
academia. With his formal 
(raining limited to just two weeks 
at IBM, he learned the details of 
■   , STEVE FQVM-ER 
Craig Baur and Steve Muller own JM's bar. In thei» JMU ilays, 
the two dreamed of being proprietors of this establishment. 
lessons in college were about 
dealing with different types of 
people, aiding her in a profession 
where she interacts with people 
from all walks of life. 
Crissman said Underneath It 
All "is a cross between Victoria's 
Secret and Fredericks. We carry 
everything from designer brand 
the trade mainly on the*job, and 
founded CMDS in 1981. 
CMDS provides computer 
systems and services to colleges 
throughout the area, primarily in 
the area of administration. 
As president, Wyse is largely 
responsible for the operations of 
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Health  
continued tfom page 11 
percent of its annual payroll to employee 
insurance, and the average American 
company pays 12 percent annually. This 
will be a significant reduction, according 
to Time. 
However, the added drain on small 
business payrolls when the plan takes 
effect could cause those companies to lay 
off workers or even go under. 
Dr. Stephen Stewart, head of the JMU 
department of health science, said, 
"Marginal businesses might be pushed 
out If you're on the bubble anyway, this 
might be enough to push you off." 
Dr. Vida Huber, head of the department 
of nursing, agrees that the added 
insurance burdens would strain the 
budgets of small businesses. 
"This would force [small businesses] to 
put something toward [health insurance), 
but then some incentives and some 
subsidies are put in so it won't drive 
smaller employers out of business," she 
said. "The intent isn't to destroy them." 
Plan aims to trim red tape 
Another goal Clinton set for health care 
reform is "simplicity.*' He said he 
envisions a time when billing for health 
care services can be done in the health 
care provider's office by computer. 
This would eliminate the present 
process of sending bills between insurance 
companies and doctors' offices. 
Bureaucracy and the fraud, which 
sometimes accompany such systems, 
would also be cut. 
"I think that there are tremendous 
opportunities for streamlining, but systems 
have a way of being tough to change," 
Shipe said. "Minor fraud is tough to find, 
and that takes time and money too.'' 
Stewart is also skeptical about reducing 
the bureaucracy. 
"I'm not saying that this won't be 
another huge federal bureaucracy, because 
it might be," he said. "But at least people 
will be covered." 
Dr. Jonathan Moss of the Harrisonburg 
Rockingham Free Clinic said, "Our 
society is always going to be stratified by 
the wealthy class, and the underclass is 
always going to have access to limited 
healthcare." 
Huber said, "In looking at the system 
we have to be aware that there's a point 
where we have to look at the greater good. 
We lend to look at it very individually. We 
have to look at it in terms of what will 
make the system work." 
Next week, Clinton is expected to 
introduce legislation to Congress which 
will create laws and regulations 
authorizing the plan. 
Looking for a good story? 
Come to the News/Focus meetings 
Mondays at 5 p.m. 
in Anthony-Seeger rm. 10 
Being Brethren 
and Being 
a JMU Student? 
Oct. 28, 6 p.m. 
Purcell Park. 
What does it mean to be a member of the Church of 
the Brethren on a university campus in the 1990s?   A 
Brethren student fellowship is forming this fall at JMU: 
You are invited to come to a kickoff picnic Oct. 28 at 6 
p.m. at Purcell Park shelter #2. 
For more information or to get a ride, contact Dr. William Wood, faculty adviser, 
at 568-3243 or 8214015. 
Grads  
continued from page 12 
the approximately 65 people in his 
company. 
"My job varies from dealing with team 
captains to dealing with customers," he 
says. "I spend a fair amount of time 
coaching teams and individuals." 
Business owners give advice 
To JMU graduates who are considering 
starting their own businesses, Crissman 
advised, "You have to take the time, do 
the research." 
Wysc said that starting one's own 
business is no mean task. "You have to be 
prepared for a lot of ups and downs." The 
best strategy, he says, is to talk to other 
people who have done it and Icam from 
them. 
For JMU students going into business, 
Copcland warns not to expect anything 
like the sheltered life of college. "Be 
prepared to work all the time, 16-hour 
shifts; it's always going to be more than 
you think it is." 
He also recommended learning the 
trade as thoroughly as possible and not 
being afraid to spend lime working 
underneath someone, remarking on the 
Biblical adage, "The first shall be last and 
the last shall be first." 
Harrisonburg market provides ideal 
location 
After graduation, Harrisonburg 
becomes home to many students who see 
the town and the community as a good 
place to plant a business. 
"I never really left Harrisonburg," 
Wyse said. He completed his M.B.A. at 
JMU in 1976 while working as chief 
financial officer at Eastern Mennonite 
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College. 
"The program provided lots of us in the 
community with the opportunity to relate 
to others [in a similar field]," he said. 
About working in Harrisonburg, Jell 
said, "I've learned how well reputation 
spreads by word of mouth." She said her 
success is partly owed to her lax prices 
and flexibility, as well as her expertise. 
Being a Harrisonburg business owner 
provides opportunities for philanthropy 
and adjusting to the city's needs. 
The Little Grill operates a free soup 
kitchen every Monday. This began during 
the homecoming weekend of 1992 when 
Copeland and his co-workers, exhausted 
after too many all-day shifts, decided to 
close the restaurant on Monday. 
That day, Copcland was around and 
i ion ceil a hungry man outside. He gave the 
man something to cat, and the following 
Monday, he began serving free food, 
running solely on volunteer work. 
Harrisonburg native and frequent 
volunteer Vaunda Brown said, "It's a 
really rewarding experience." 
In addition to his other changes, 
Copeland has stopped serving Coca-Cola 
brand soft drinks, and he is considering 
phasing out Budweiser to eliminate the 
Grill's dependence on and association 
with multinational corporations. 
He also serves less meat and more 
vegetarian items. He has executed all these 
changes gradually, acknowledging that 
"there are people who have been eating 
here every day since before I was bom." 
Every change, however, has been well- 
received by the community, especially 
from the non-university population that 
makes up most of the Grill's clientele. 
Copeland says he receives at least one 
positive comment every day. 
THERE'S MORE 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 




at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
easy 433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Large 
One Item 




Additional loppings only 93*   |' Additional toppings only 93« 
i_    Expires in 30 JDays_ j I Expires in 30 Days J 
11AM to 3PM ONLY 
'   Additional toppings only 93* 
I Exjjirgs_in_30_DaYJ> 
F 
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Hun ting for a Studio 
Professor writes screenplay about scholar and world of vl 
by Eric Johnson 
senior writer 
The bloody deaths of English 
martyrs is a fertile subject for 
contemporary artists. 
Writers such as T.S. Eliot and Robert 
Boll have dramatized the stories of men 
who have given their lives to defend the 
Catholic Church against the crown. As a 
result, names like Thomas More and 
Thomas Beckett are familiar to modern 
audiences. 
If assistant mass communication 
professor Tom O'Connor has his way, 
those men will be joined by Edmund 
Campion. 
O'Connor had never written anything 
for the silver screen before, but when a 
friend gave him a copy of Evelyn 
Waugh's biography of Campion, he 
decided to turn it into a sc.ccnplay called 
"Hunted." 
Not only did the story of "a scholar 
forced into a world of violence" grab his 
attention, but the cinematic possibilities 
inspired O'Connor to craft the script. 
Campion evades Pope's request 
Though he lost his life lighting her 
church. Campion began his public life as 
a protege of Queen Elizabeth. When he 
was 26 and a fellow at Oxford 
University, the Queen came to hear him 
give a speech on secular subjects. 
She was so impressed that she 
endowed him with money to continue his 
studies. 
Campion, nominally a member of the 
Church of England, suffered a long 
period of indecision about his religious 
affiliation. 
Torn between the country that had 
nursed him and the Catholic faith he had 
grown to believe in, he was compelled to 
escape the tightening oppression by 
leaving England. 
And that, Campion thought, would be 
the lust of it. 
After becoming a Jesuit priest in 
Douai, he took a position at the 
University of Prague in Bohemia with 
other expatriate Englishmen, settling 
down to the academic life. 
Six years later, Pope Gregory XIII 
ordered some of the scholars, including 
Campion, to go to England and preserve 
the faith Campion didn't think he was up 
to the task; after all, his expertise was in 
the intellectual realm, not in clandestine 
AMY PETRUCCI 
Mass communication   assistant professor Tom O'Connor sits back as he discusses his screenplay, 'Hunted.'  He is 
trying to sell the screenplay now as an action film. O'Connor already has 50 movies and two Emmys to his credit. 
preaching and evading the authorities. 
Nevertheless, the Vatican was 
adamant. Campion's subsequent 
escapades in England make up the core of 
"Hunted." 
O'Connor hunts for story 
"I wanted to write an action movie," 
O'Connor says, but he also wanted to 
convey the power of human conviction. 
Waugh's biography focuses on that 
conviction. 
In one passage, the 10 Jesuits proceed 
toward England (and martyrdom) while 
singing songs and laughing, their bravery 
fueled by the Biblical injunction to 
"remain faithful unto death." 
Books and research provided the basis 
for the physical action. Going from house 
to house, the band of priests had to hide 
in secret rooms and change their 
identities frequently, all the while hearing 
confessions, saying Mass, and exhorting 
Catholics to persevere. (Eyewitness 
details were taken in part from Hunted 
Priest, the 1590 autobiography of John 
Gerard another English priests.) 
Constant vigilance was necessary to 
keep ahead of the bounty hunters who 
stalked them. Swordfights, narrow 
escapes, and a trial scene are all part of 
the fun. 
The role of Edmund Campion would 
no doubtless have to be played by a 
strong leading man, because the heroic 
priest was also an actor, expert 
swordsman, and riveting orator. 
Another prominent character is Sir 
Francis Wal sing ham, who is Campion's 
nemesis. 
Walsingham conducts the hunt for the 
fugitive priests with great zeal. Other 
characters include Queen Elizabeth, Pope 
Gregory XIII and even a cameo by 
Christopher Marlowe. 
After a year of hiding and evading 
Campion and his men were captured in a 
noble's estate by a professional priest- 
hunter. 
However, in the screenplay Campion 
is caught after stopping a Jesuit plot to 
kill Queen Elizabeth. 
"Since there were many Catholics 
involved in those kinds of plots ... I 
thought it was justified to borrow (the 
assassination idea] for the sake of 
dramatic intensity," O'Connor explains. 
From then on, the narrative follows 
historical fact: the English government 
puts Campion on trial, and it resorts to 
fabricating evidence to ensure a 
conviction. 
Death came to the protagonist, 
Campion on the first of December, 1581. 
He was taken to Tyburn and hanged as a 
traitor to the crown. 
When the body was taken from the 
scaffold, it was cut to pieces by a butcher 
and thrown into a pot of boiling water. 
Catholicism had seemingly come to an 
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violence 
England. 
vevcr, ihe tale was not finished. It 
low point, but the mission would 
itely prove successful. After the 
ion, a drop of Campion's blood fell 
poet Sir Henry Walpole, who later 
e a priest and was hanged on the 
;pot 13 years later. 
Ipolc and others were part of a 
y flow of priests who kept the 
; of faith smoldering until a better 
wasn't until 1834 that Catholics 
finally allowed to vole and hold 
ublic offices. 
inor makes the pitch 
Connor won an Emmy for Best 
nentary in 198S. His winning film, 
na," dealt with the accounts of the 
i Mary's appearance to children in 
wn of Faiima, Portugal from May to 
er 1917. 
w teaching scriptwriting and 
iplay courses, O'Connor says "I 
ly start making documentaries on 
facing the [Catholic] Church," 
fore coming here, he worked as a 
, reporter and producer for a public 
sion station, with a total of almost 
■ns and two Emmys to his credit. 
Ice many movies that start with an 
ral idea, "Hunted" has the makings 
very successful movie, artistically 
financially. The trick is to get the 
made. 
It's a long shot Period pieces are 
expensive, and they're never as 
lar as contemporary pieces, and that, 
bination makes it a tough sell," 
is O'Connor. 
tut it's full of action, the story lends 
more to film than Thomas More," 
ring to Robert Bolt's play, "A Man 
ill Seasons." 
te script is also being looked at in 
places. 
hen O'Connor was researching 
pion's life in England, he met Fay 
;ent, the former head of Columbia 
ires and ex-commissioner of Major 
;ue Baseball, Vincent liked the idea 
sent the script to David Putnam, a 
maker who has made similar 
>rical films such as "The Mission" 
"Chariots of Fire." 
'Connor says he has really just begun 
larkct his work and that it might lake 
rs before the movie is made, 
ording to theatre professor Roger 
I, "Marketing a script is at least as 
I as writing one, but that's true in a lot 
/riling enterprises. . . . It's especially 
if you don't live in Los Angeles." 
he unusual subject maticr of 
micd" may help to overcome those 
lacles. 
In a movie world which is always 
thing for new ideas, a film like this 
could be a heartening change of pace. 
Professor brings royal music to JMIA 
Anne Marriott 
style editor 
For the next two weeks, JMU 
music students will have an 
instructor fit for a king — or 
queen. 
Englishman Mark Stringer is a 
professor of music who instructs 
JMU students in London. He also 
works as the organist and Master 
of Music for St. Martin-in-lhe- 
Field — often the church of the 
royal family — and is a music 
examiner for Trinity College of 
London. 
"I'm thrilled that the London 
program brought him over," 
music professor Doug 
Kchlcnbrink said. "It's really nice 
to bring a part of the program 
here." 
Kchlcnbrink describes Stringer 
as "one of those breeds of 
musicians" who successfully 
combines personality with music 
to create an outstanding effect. 
Having Stringer here will give 
students the opportunity to learn 
as they might not otherwise be 
able to, Kchlcnbrink said. 
Stringer will be working with 
JMU students on developing 
style and accuracy in their music. 
Monday afternoon, the man 
jumped up on the stage of 
Anthony-Sccgcr Auditorium to 
begin working with students in a 
masterclass. 
They seem to be very open to 
express themselves," Stringer 
said of the JMU students. 
He added that they're free and 
more aware than British music 
students of what they feel about 
their feelings. 
During the last performance of 
the masterclass, his foot tapped 
out the beat for senior Brooke 
Dezio as she played a Beethoven 
Sonata, opus 28, on the grand 
piano. 
said. 
Stringer's thirst for learning 
started when he was a young boy 
in Warrington, Cheshire, 
England. When he was only 5- 
years old, Stringer learned to play 
the piano. At age 13, he took up 
the organ. 
Stringer said that his father 
was a strong influence on his 
music until he figured out that he 
wanted to become a professional 
musician. But by thai point. 
Stringer said with a laugh, it was 
loo late. 
When he was ready for 
college, he won scholarship to 
Royal Northern College of Music 
in Manchester. He particularly 
liked the jazz and classical styles, 
and he found that by studying the 
two, he learned how to really 
play. He said that between 
studying and playing in piano 
bars, he got valuable experience 
as a musician. 
Soon, he obtained his teaching 
degree and moved to London. In 
1983, he took on the position of 
organist at St. Martin's, and 
within four years, he worked his 
way up to Master of Music. 
He laughed Monday and spoke 
about a time Princess Diana came 
to the church. "I turned to her 
and said, "This is your chance to 
shine,'" Stringer said about when 
Diana sang in front of the 
congregation. "And she did!" 
So why did a man who can 
sing with the royal family decide 
to spend some time at JMU? 'To 
inspire the students and to 
enthuse them," Stringer said. 
He wants to show the students 
that expression isn't limited to 
words. Stringer said he believes, 
and has shown through his 
recitals, that expression can come 
though his music. 
"It's important to have strong 
feelings — to try to support what 
it 
The most powerful learning we ever 





Stringer especially likes 
situations like this masterclass 
where the people involved want 
to learn and grow from the 
experience. 
"The most powerful learning 
we ever achieve is when we have 
a thirst for learning," Stringer 
I'm expressing," Stringer said. 
Perfecting this method of 
musical expression is not 
something that comes easily. 
Kchlcnbrink said,"He has 
outstanding ideas and is a very 
feeling individual." But the 
feeling isn't only in the music, 
CRA1G NEWMAN 
While Englishman Mark Stringer Is here this week and next, he 
will work with JMU music students on developing their style. 
it's also in the rapport with the 
audience. 
Stringer said that the barrier 
between the audience and the 
performer needs to be broken. 
Knowing how to play the music 
doesn't mean much if the feeling 
isn't there and if the audience 
isn't connected with the 
performer, he said. 
He said he likes to break this 
barrier by talking with the 
audience. "This lets mc establish 
a link with the audience," 
Stringer said. 
Before he leaves JMU on 
October 29, Stringer will also 
rehearse with the Madison 
Singers and Chorale and will 
perform at the First Presbyterian 
Church. 
Teaching music isn't his only 
interest, though. He also enojoys 
listening to it. His talk turned to 
today's music as compared to 
past works  "We can never go 
back," Stringer said. 
But for Stringer, that's not 
necessarily a bad thing. Although 
he was influenced by musicians 
like Dizzy Gillcspie, Stringer said 
that today's music is very 
stimulating. 
He said that music has almost 
come to a full circle and that 
tomorrow's music could very 
well return to the classical style 
of Beethoven or Bach 
"Arc wc going to go forward?" 
Stringer asked as he laughed. He 
didn't know. 
"Commercial music is so 
diverse," he added, comparing it 
to a kaleidoscope. 
And where docs he sec his 
future? Working with students, 
working with colleagues and 
composing. 
"I would always want to leave 
something behind that future 
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The Economics of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price 
Protection Contribute tO Upward growth. A variety of factors have been 
suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners 
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more 
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa* 
card. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. H The Citibank Classic Visa card offers 
immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T 
with the free Citibank Calling Service" from MCI.1 And you can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount 
for domestic flights.2 Savings on mail order pur- 
chases, sports equipment, magazines and music 
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low 
variable interest rate of 154%' and no annual fee, 
and you can significantly improve your personal 
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends 
Hi kno*rt picture of Hbou/*lon tmi/ingeviiu Economitaneirw Wbdtmglen wu 
unhamybecau*heWhecouidhawrecet^abellerdrion*criupr<m Ifheuarda , v   r»   » — *l_~.      — :.u* aitb^aciKVMcanLhtnuUhcKbftnavimdtfiHuvtobnpKtmdimibabi!   to be pretty gross), rut another way, one mignt 
K,»ui> haw heen Happier (Amu renJeriiK olho* he **>uld ha>e ippeamt on the dailar) 
even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). H Cm the way to the 
record store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on 
the Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item 
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to S150.4 To protect 
these investments, Buyers Security" can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily 
causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase.4 And Citibank Lifetime 
Warranty" can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.' H But perhaps the 
features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The 
Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile 
takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if ones card is 
stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Walter Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So 
never panic. As we all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837,1857, and 192$ can cause a 
downswing in a market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about 
your account is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is 
something else again.) H Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can 
only be a boost. You're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the 
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in 
today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. H To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And 
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Heres the num- 
ber: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. H The Law of Student 
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a 
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk 
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources—with 
the greatest supply of services and savings possible—then stu- 
dents will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call. 
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Monarch Notes* Version: 
The Citibank Classic Visa card will 
be there for you with special stu- 
dent discounts, no fee, and a low 
rate...so your own economy will 
be more like a boom than a bust. 
Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19. 
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Peace Together: 'The violence must cease' 
by Anne Marriott 
style editor 
Their message is simple: stop the 
violence. 
Peace Together, a trust created in 1992 
by Northern Irish musicians Ali 
McMordie and Robert Hamilton is a non- 
profit organization dedicated to making 
the lives of the children of Northern 
Ireland better. 
They're doing this by raising money 
through a series of concerts and selling a 
compilation album called Peace Together 
with artists popular with many teenage 
and young adult audiences. 
"By buying the album, people will 
show support and protest a situation that 
should have never been allowed," 
McMordie said. 
They want to slop the gunfire in the 
night and tear down the 30-foot walls that 
barricade some of the cities of Northern 
Ireland. 
Since the early 70s, the Protesiant and 
Catholic populations in Northern Ireland 
have been fighting. 
It's a war that has involved constant 
bloodshed throughout the land. 
"We want to try and break the prejudice 
and hatred ," McMordie said. 
In September, 22 children in Northern 
Ireland lost at least one parent to acts of 
violence. McMordie, a native of Belfast, 
said this bigotry has to stop. 
He spoke of someone he knew in 
Belfast who awoke to the sound of 
gunfire. Outside on the street, a man was 
lying in a pool of blood while his three 
young children clutched his body and 
watched him die. 
"We're fed up with this," McMordie 
said. "War is not defined by casualties 
— it is defined by a slate of mind." 
In March 1992, McMordie and 
Hamilton came up with the idea of 
"stop the violence" through music. 
They had seen the positive effects 
of benefit-concerts like Live Aid 
and decided they could do the same 
for their homeland. 
"It's shown us the effect thai 
music can have," McMordie said. 
The two formed Peace Together 
and enlisted the help of such British 
and Irish celebrities as Peter Gabriel 
and Sinead O'Connor. 
Originally, four benefit concerts were 
scheduled for spring of '93 in Dublin, 
Belfast and Britain. 
"We decided to use music for 
something that's on our doorstep," 
McMordie said. 
There was so much support from the 
musical community for the project thai ihc 
organization soon decided to pul oul an 
album, loo. 
Bands like U2 and Therapy? 
contributed, as well as Billy Bragg, Fcrgal 
Sharkey and Lou Reed. 
U2 and Reed learned up to sing Reed's 
song "satellite of Love" on the album. 
Other songs on the album include 
"Invisible Sun" and "Peace in Our Time." 
The musicians also co-wrote a song 
called 'Be Still," a song wich encompasses 
the meaning of ihc album and ihc cause. 
Polygram Records is funding ihc 
project 
"Polygram has been backing il [the 
project] wholeheartedly from ihc start," 
Aaron McKinnon, a representative from 
Polygram, said. 
He also added that the company is not 
taking any money from the sales other 
than the necessary amount to produce the 
album. 
Proceeds from the album go to benefit 
the children through organizations 
like NICHS. 
These   organizations 
send youth to summer camps 
where they encounter children 
of different backgrounds in a 
casual setting. 
McMordie said that 
encounter is in a casual 
setting where the children 
won't feel threatened. 
McMordie    hopes    thai 
through ihc music and camps 
during the summer, the youth 
of Northern Ireland will learn lo 
"slop ihc hating." 
"You don'i have lo mcel violence 
wilh violence," McMordie said. 
McMordie hopes lhal ihc interest 
sparked in ihc release of ihc album this 
summer will cause politicians lo lake 
action and slop ihc violence in ihc Streets. 
According lo McMordie, the violence 
could have ended soon after il began if the 
politicians had taken ihc lime lo slop it. 
Now ihc bigotry has become so gigantic 
lhal it's almost a second nalurc for many 
of the Northern Irish. 
"The common thread of warning a 
peaceful solution has brought people 
together," McMordie said. 
"Even if it (ihc album 1 makes someone 
Ihink twice ... it'll all be worthwhile," he 
concluded. 
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Opinion 
The new face of homelessness 
A set of keys. Sometimes, a set of keys can be the 
most obvious difference between the homeless 
and the rest of society. The keys in your pocket 
show that you have somewhere to sleep tonight, 
something to protect, something to call your own. 
Most homeless people don't have any keys, except 
maybe automobile keys — to their temporary homes. 
Maybe that is the only difference between you and the 
man who sleeps in the cardboard box in New York 
tonight or the woman who leaves her shelter each 
morning in search of a job while her son lives in a foster 
home. 
But that's not the picture we usually get of the two 
million people who are homeless on any given day in 
America. Drunks, crazy people, lazy bums — these are 
the stereotypes, these are the reasons we say people are 
homeless. 
And the truth is that about 40 percent of the homeless 
population abuse alcohol to excess. And about 10 percent 
of all homeless people have been in a mental institution. 
But the majority of homeless people have neither been 
in an institution or abuse alcohol excessively. Many have 
high school diplomas and a few have college degrees. 
According to urban studies, the length of homelessness 
for most people is less than 12 months. And many 
homeless people receive the majority of their income by 
working. They're just down on their luck. Loss of a job, 
bad health, family problems, spousal problems and loss of 
connection to family and friends can cause periods of 
homelessness. 
The face of homelessness has changed. No longer can 
we see them as just single men panhandling or loitering 
around as the town drunk. Today, we see women and 
children, families and young people. If you walk down 
the streets of any major metropolitan area, you probably 
still only see the single "derelict" looking men. The 
families, the women, the single-parent families are more 
invisible. They stay in shelters, they live in their cars, they 
stay on the living room floors of their friends and family 
members as long as they can. They don't want to subject 
their children to the same conditions that they have 
experienced. 
And the homeless don't just live in big cities. They 
may live around the corner from your favorite bar, or 
sleep in your favorite park in Harrisonburg. 
Some of the Mercy House — a homeless shelter for 
Harrisonburg families — profiles show how easily a 
family can become homeless. One profile reads, "Due to 
unusual expenses of a premature baby, a family used up 
all savings and incurred a huge debt. They had no 
resources to take them over until getting subsidized 
housing." One look at the Little Grill on a Monday 
afternoon when they serve the homeless or a glance at the 
waiting list for Mercy House shows the reality of 
homelessness everywhere — even in Harrisonburg, where 
15 to 20 people may be without shelter on a given night. . 
We shouldn't just believe that someone else will take 
care of these problems. And who knows when we, as 
college students, may be on the receiving end of aid? 
There are many courses of action that we can take as 
college students. 
Care. Look around the community, there's likely to be 
someone in need of food, shelter or clothing. 
Serve. The JMU Center for Service Learning provides 
opportunities for service in Hunger and Housing. And 
there are many other agencies where you can volunteer. 
Share. Take someone out for a lunch that they couldn't 
buy themselves. Plan to give to non-profit organizations 
by saving pennies, dimes and quarters. Make a promise 
that every time you skip a class that you'll put a quarter in 
a jar to help someone else. 
A little change can make a lot of difference. Especially 
to people who may not have anything else jingling in their 
pockets. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
individual staff members. 
Editorial Policy Heather CNril... editor     Donna Ragsdale . . . managing editor Rob Kaiser ... opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no mote than 350 word*, columns no more than 550 
wads, and will be published on a space available basis. The v must be delivered to The 
: Breezi by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserve* the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
this Maff, or James Madison University. Vit ||TI 
Dart... 
A rowdy dart to all the JMU students who sit on 
"The Hill" at the soccer games and heckle the 
opposing teams' goalie. I mean, c'mon. Have we 
forgotten the word "sportsmanship?" Not only is this 
distasteful and personally offending, but it gives this 
great school a bad reputation. Grow up! 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat... 
TO the members of Delta Sigma Pi business 
fraternity for their fund-raising efforts to support the 
Michael M. Brown Scholarship by see-sawing 24 
hours a day every day last week. 
Sent in anonymously 
Dart... 
An "It's Back ..." dart to the driver of the 
monster crane which magically disappeared during 
Homecoming and Parents' Weekend and reappeared 
this week. Let's make sure the crane stays put for a 
while — we're going to need it for the Faculty 
Senate demolition. 
Sent in anonymously 
Bat... 
A relaxed pat to whoever decided to put benches 
out on the Quad. It's great to have a seat as the 
leaves change, and we have our last chance to take 
in this wonderful weather. 
Sent in by someone who can now take mid-day 
naps on a clean surface. 
Dart... 
To all those people who feel obligated to send 
darts to The Breeze. I feel quite angry at the fact that 
people today are spending too much time harping on 
the negative aspects of life and not spending half as 
much time admiring the positive ones. Please get off 
your high-horses and stop being so pessimistic. 
Sent in anonymously for fear of being darted. 
Pat., 
To the signs "What is a hot dog" posted around 
campus. The truth is out! Stop eating pig's lips and 
tails! 
Sent in by someone without an appetite for 
Porky's leftover parts. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
JMU's sexual misconduct policies 
are in need of 'serious revisions' 
To the editor: 
In light of The Breeze front page article on Oct. 14, we 
feel that it is necessary to reiterate our frustration over 
JMU's policies on sexual misconduct 
Rape is a volatile issue, in the forefront of students' 
minds. One single incident has already sparked editorial 
comments and a front page article in The Breeze, not to 
mention many verbal responses by irate women and men 
concerned by JMU's inadequate policies. 
The 1993-94 JMU Student Handbook devotes only seven 
lines to the definition of sexual misconduct. This statement 
quickly proves insufficient. First of all, it refers to sexual 
assault without clearly defining it. Secondly, it lacks a 
specific outline of the consequences of sexual misconduct. 
Thirdly, it refers to verbal abuse as sexual harassment, yet 
never explicitly defines either term. 
We find this definition inadequate and advocate a less- 
ambiguous stance against both sexual harassment and 
misconduct. 
Now, with regards to the article, we draw your attention 
to several items. First, if JMU has the authority to determine 
if an act is sexual misconduct, whose definition includes 
rape, why can it not be labeled as rape? Also, it was stated 
that JMU could not legally determine if an act is "a felony or 
rape," implying that rape is a misdemeanor. Finally, the 
purpose of the judicial council is stated to be "educational." 
However, a lenient stance on rape and sexual harassment 
incorrectly teaches students that both are socially acceptable. 
JMU's policies are in need of serious revisions. There are 
many people on this campus, ourselves included, who are 














JMU is not currently facing a crisis; 
don't make major changes in haste 
To the editor: 
Well, it's happened. The other shoe has finally dropped 
and a big shoe it is. We are to convert ourselves into a round- 
the-clock, degree-producing facility (bye bye summers) 
staffed by teachers (like community colleges or high schools) 
with a few old fashioned teacher — scholars thrown in. 
Applied science will be "creative" (and "fun"?), but perhaps 
not too substantive, and the "what's -it-all-about" course will 
come at the end of a student's academic career after many 
life-pathway decisions have been made. 
The Faculty Senate, already weakened by a history of 
perceived ineffectiveness, is now further weakened by this 
latest display of executive arrogance (the carefully set up 
question/answer format was waved aside without notice to 
anyone), its own (proposed) demise coming into view and 
the stiff response deadline (Dec. 15). The efforts of many 
hard-working and sincere faculty senators notwithstanding, it 
now seems likely that this body will not be able to 
effectively deal with this latest outburst of millennial 
delirium. 
So... now that the gauntlet is down (yes, a slight shift in 
clothing metaphor) — what are we to do? Freshman students 
will have to live with whatever this brave, new JMU turns 
out to be, longer than senior students, and faculty (who stay) 
will have to live with it longer still. I don't know what to do. 
But whatever action IS taken, I suggest, as I have suggested 
before in these pages, that two facts be kept in mind: 
1) In terms of education and governance at JMU, there is 
no crisis. We — faculty, students, staff — are now doing (at 
least) a reasonably good and cost-effective job. 
2) Major changes, therefore, should not be made hastily. 
They MUST — to be effective and to be fair — be made 
with input from all affected parties, and getting such input 
and reaching a consensus takes time. 
The Dec. 15 deadline is unreasonable and possibly 
dangerous. 
John Palmer 
associate professor of hotel/restaurant management 
and marketing 
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Here's a hot employment opportunity 
— health services administration 
To the editor 
The purpose of this letter is to inform the campus 
community about our rapidly growing concentration in 
health services administration within the department of 
health sciences. This concentration prepares students for 
careers in the management of nursing homes, medical group 
practices, medical centers, hospitals and public health 
departments. 
The concentration is growing because the health services 
administration profession is one of the top ten employment 
opportunities for the future. This is why nearly 80 students 
have chosen it as their major concentration. 
JMU's health services administration concentration is in 
the process of earning national accreditation by the 
Association of University Programs in Health 
Administration. This accreditation process is a two-step 
process, one of associate accreditation and, in the next year, 
full accreditation. The accreditation process requires 
compliance with many demanding core curriculum standards 
set forth by AUPHA. There are only 35 programs AUPHA- 
accredited in the United States today. 
To become accredited, JMU has hired two full-time 
faculty members into the health sciences department. Both 
Drs. Diane P. S. Shipe and Thomas Ralph Syre bring 
specialized experience and academic credentials in the field 
of health services administration to JMU, and under their 
guidance, students have recently formed a student chapter of 
the American College of Healthcare Executives. ACHE is a 
professional organization that encompasses both practicing 
professionals and undergraduate and graduate students who 
plan to become health care executives. The student chapter 
plans to initiate its members shortly and has already 
scheduled student professional activities and social functions. 
If any students would like further information about the 
concentration or the ACHE student chapter, they are invited 
to visit Moody Hall and the department of health sciences. 
Joseph B. Siegfried 
sophomore 
health sciences 
A tale of a late-night audience with Emperor Carrier 
"I expected to hear a fanfare from the trumpets, but instead they started blaring 'My Way.'" 
They always smile when they come for you. Last 
week, I was awakened by three staccato knocks on my 
door at 2:31 in the morning. There they stood, dressed 
in chain-mail, silver helmets and black cloaks. "You 
have an appointment to see the emperor," they said, 
grinning like Cheshire cats. 
This was serious. I put on my clothes and went with 
the imperial guards. "Is it bad?" I asked anxiously. 
"Sure is," they chuckled. Things were looking even 
worse. 
The guards and I walked up the front steps of 
Wilson Hall. Even from outside, I could hear the cries 
of the prisoners in the dungeon. I shuddered, thinking 
that I would soon join those pitiful souls. We ascended 
a staircase, and suddenly we were in the legendary 
upper levels of Wilson. Only a few people had ever 
been allowed up here. 
After walking down a corridor, we came to a 
massive set of bronze doors. On the doors were small 
panels that illustrated events in the life of the emperor. 
I particularly liked the scene with the emperor 
beheading a dissenting professor. Then the doors 
opened, revealing a long red carpet lined by 
trumpeters, ending at a jeweled throne. 
"Hear ye, hear ye," announced a man at the end of 
the carpet "All hail the Lord of Harrisonburg, Master 
of the Twenty-First Century Classroom, Honorary 
Chef at D-hall, Ruler of the Madisonian Empire, Dr. 
Ronald Carrier!" I expected to hear a fanfare from the 
trumpets, but instead they started blaring "My Way." 
A figure walked up to the throne and sat down. 
The guards pushed me up to the throne. Emperor 
Carrier looked me over. "You're kinda short." 
"Well, yes," I conceded. 
"Do you know why I sent for you? I want to know 
Heresies 
— Eric M. Johnson 
why everybody seems to be so angry at me." 
"I think it might be because..." 
"I'll tell you why," the emperor interrupted. "It's 
because they aren't innovative enough, and I'm telling 
them so. If the faculty would just pipe down and do what 
I want them to do, we would have no problems in the 
realm." 
"But is innovation really the object of higher 
education?" I asked. 
Instinctively, the imperial guards unsheathed their 
swords, but the emperor motioned for them to desist. 
"What do you mean?" 
Though I was surely sealing my fate, I continued. 
"People keep talking as if higher education is all about 
getting a good job. The ancient Greeks didn't think so. 
Plato said that education's sole purpose is the 
improvement of the students." 
"Yes," the emperor said, leaning forward, "but that was 
a long time ago. Things have changed. In the old days, we 
could let the faculty decide about curricula and stuff like 
that. Not any more. Things are too complicated out there 
now." 
"Maybe, but I don't think the empire really understands 
what you're trying to do here." 
Emperor Carrier burst out laughing. "Of course they 
don't know what I'm trying to do! See, I walk into a 
meeting, like the one with the faculty a few days ago, 
and I talk in vague terms and mumble a lot. That way, 
no one can pin me down on my exact intentions. I am 
way too advanced for those professorial types. You 
want an example of a man behind the times? Listen to 
this:" 
He picked up a magazine sitting beside the throne. 
"This is from the president of Dartmouth. He's talking 
about the future of his school, and he says, sWe must 
strengthen our attraction for those singular students 
whose greatest pleasures may come not from the 
camaraderie of classmates, but from the lonely act of 
writing poetry, or mastering the cello, or solving 
mathematical riddles or translating Catullus."' 
He threw the magazine down. "What a bunch of 
hooey. I want to see happy students who can hold their 
liquor, not pasty-faced nerds. Dartmouth has a lot of 
nerds. I know because I sent my spies to watch them." 
"Happy students?" I asked, perplexed. 
"Yes. Haven't you noticed that JMU is the happy 
school? Just look around. Happy, happy, happy." 
"Everybody isn't happy," I said. "For example, most 
students and professors don't like this CISAT idea at 
all. In fact, your subjects think that it's simply another 
imperial power grab." 
"WHAT?" the emperor yelled. "You dare question 
the emperor's infinite wisdom? Guards, seal him in 
the iron maiden!" He thought for a moment. "No, 
better yet — make him drink from Newman Lake!" 
After waking up from this dream, junior Eric Johnson 
pledged he will never ascend to the upper levels of 
Wilson HalL 
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Everything you need 
to close down a crackhouse. 
You aren't helpless when crime 
invades your neighborhood. You're 
fully capable of helping police and 
they're ready to show you how. 
The Case of The Stanton Park 
Stand-off. 
When crack moved into a row 
house on a quiet block of Stanton 
Park in Washington, D.C., folks 
decided to serve an eviction 
notice. 
They met with police to find 
out what they could do to 
keep drugs out of their 
neighborhood. 
The cops told them to 
keep an eye out—to let 
police know whenever 
something suspicious 
happened. They began to 
notice faces. 
They wrote 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
A message from the Crime Prevention Coalition, the US Department 
of Justice and the Advertising Council. © 1989 National Crime 
Prevention Council 
down license numbers of strange cars. 
They noted the times of odd behavior. 
They worked with each other. They 
worked with the police. Armed with 
field glasses, note pads and telephones, 
folks kept track of the neighborhood. 
Within one month, enough 
evidence had been gathered. 
Police moved in. Crack 
moved out. 
Citizen participation beat 
crime in D.C. It can do the 
same for you. For more 
success stories, write The 
McGruff Files, 1 Preven- 
tion Way, Washington, D.C. 
20839-0001. 
Police become even more 
responsive when their 








Take a break and enjoy the 
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hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
casy  433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 
(Comer of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Large 
One Item 




98 ii ^"^ I .M-   _JL + tax _^  + tax 
Additional loppings only 93*   |    Additional loppings only 93* i*   Additional toppings only 93* 
Expires in 30 Days    |l    .Ex.mres_m_30_Day.s_ _J Expires__n_30_Da__> . 
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Sports 
Mathewson scores two as Dukes roll, 3-1 
by Mike Wissot 
staffwriter 
The fourth-ranked JMU men's soccer 
team clinched first place in the Colonial 
Athletic Association, rolling past 
Richmond in a 3-1 romp at X-Lot Field 
yesterday. 
Junior forward Mark Mathewson led 
the Dukes' attack, scoring two goals and 
bringing his season total for goals and 
assists to 17 points. 
"We really showed a lot of character 
today," head coach Tom Martin said. "Wc 
had a chance to knock Richmond out, and 
wc did." 
JMU improved its record lo 14-0-1, 6- 
0-0 in the CAA. 
"Everyone's proud lo be this high in the 
national rankings," Mathewson said. "Bui 
it's not something that we'll let gel to our 
heads." 
Mathewson helped JMU to an early 
lead in the first half, connecting on a 
header from junior midfielder David 
Villarreal's pass on the right side. 
"I was just trying to get in there and gel 
as close to the goal as I could," 
Mathewson said. "But the reason we 
scored early was because we came ready 
lo play." 
Junior forward Chad Wilkinson scored 
midway through the first half off a sailing 
cross pass from senior defender Bob 
Johnston. 
Richmond retaliated from its two-goal 
deficit as freshman forward Duncan Susee 
netted one past JMU junior goalkeeper 
Brian Bailey. 
"There's always a critical point in a 
soccer game on how you react to a goal," 
Martin said. "We reacted well, and it 
showed because we held them the rest of 
the game." 
The Dukes' lead opened lo 3-1 when 
Mathewson scored on a wide open goal. 
Sophomore forward Patrick McSorlcy 
drew senior goalkeeper Scott Zimmcr 
away from the net and headed the ball lo 
Mathewson, who scaled the victory. 
"I've jusl been trying lo play more of 
my game," Mathewson said. "Before, I 
was doing things beyond my limits, bul 
now I'm playing more lo my strengths." 
The JMU defense pul on another 
dominating performance. 
Bailey is currently ranked second 
among national goalkeeper leaders with a 
.39 goals allowed average, behind Chris 
SnilkoofUCLA. 
JMU plays its final regular season home 
game against William & Mary on 
Saturday at noon and on the road against 
Maryland at 4 p.m. on Wednesday. 
MEN'S SOCCER POLLS 
Soccer America 1SAA Coaches 
1. Crdghton 14-0-0 1. Creighton 14-0-0 
2. Indiana      12-1-1 2. UCLA        13-1-0 
3. UCLA         13-1-0 3. Indiana     12-1-1 
4. JMU          13-0-1 4. Clemson    12-2-1 
5. Clemson    12-2-1 5. JMU           13-0-1 
6. Duke         10-3-0 6. St John's   13-0-2 
7. Virginia     12-2-0 
8. St. Louis    11-3-0 
7. Virginia     12-2-0 
8. Rutgers      11-2-1 
9. San Fran.   8-2-4 9. Fresno St. 11-3-1 
10. Perm St.   10-2-1 10. Ilanwk k 12-1-1 
Games through Oct. 17 
ERICA BIEEG 
Junior forward Brent Bennett (left) tries to steal the ball away from a Spiders 
player in yesterday's matchup with Richmond. 
Dukes squash Spiders, 10-0 
Thate's four second-half goals help put Richmond away 
by Craig Landis 
staff writer 
MIKE HEFFNER 
JMU's Katharine Clark handles the ball in Tuesday's win, which 
upped the Dukes' season record to 13-3. 
The JMU field hockey team 
dismantled the Richmond Spiders 
in a 10-0 blowout Tuesday nighi 
in Bridgcforth Stadium. 
The Dukes, who are 4-1 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association and 
13-3 overall, tied a school record 
for goals in a game. 
The leading scorer in the game 
was freshman midfielder Carole 
Thalc with four goals, all coming 
in ihc second half. Thaic's four 
goals lie a school record for goals 
in a game. 
JMU frustrated Richmond 
early and kept them on their heels 
with three goals in the first 14 
minutes of play. 
Thalc assisted sophomore 
midfielder Jennifer Wilds on ihc 
first goal, followed by junior 
forward Danyle Hcffcrnan's goal 
with 23:29 left in the first half. 
The Dukes stayed focused as 
sophomore forward Kelly 
Bloomer assisted sophomore 
midfielder Gwcn Stollzfus for 
another score at 21:19 
Richmond responded 
offensively at the end of the first 
half bul was unable to score. 
With 1:13 remaining, junior 
forward Eileen Arnaldo assisted 
Bloomer lo up ihe score to 4-0. 
The second half saw Thate, ihc 
CAA's leading scorer, come to 
life with two goals in the first 10 
minutes. 
Senior midfielder Leslie 
Nason and freshman midfielder 
Kelly McDonald combined for 
two more goals. 
Wilh nowhere lo hide, a 
frustrated Richmond defense 
gave up ycl two more goals to 
Thate. 
Richmond head coach Lisa 
Wells believed ihc score was not 
reflective of her team's effort. 
"The first half was 4-0, and 
that's what il should have been," 
Wells said. "I mean, il was 
definitely not a 10-0 game, not by 
any means. I think we're jusl as 
good as ihcy are. I think anybody 
in the conference can bcal 
anybody on any given day." 
JMU head coach Christy 
Morgan did not agree. 
"I know Richmond's a very 
enthusiastic learn-and if you give 
them an inch, they'll take a 
yard," Morgan said. "So our 
altitude going in was we need lo 
put the pressure on immediately 
and knock ihe wind oul of ihcm." 
While not exactly knocking 
ihcm out in the first half, the 
Dukes' play got the job done. 
"Wc came oul really slow in 
ihc beginning," Stoll/fus said. 
"Wc thought wc were a better 
team than them, bul wc didn't put 
il to ihcm right away." 
At 13-3 overall wilh lour 
games remaining, ihc Dukes arc 
now in a prime position lo go lo 
the NCAA tournament with 
cither an at-largc hid or a 
conference championship. 
"My goal really is lo go in and 
go after the conference 
tournament," Morgan said. "If we 
continue lo play ihc way we're 
playing — and we're ranked in 
the lop eight — wc should get a 
bid." 
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MIKE HEFFNER 
Bob Johnston (right) has helped lead the defense to 10 shutouts this season. 
Work ethic has turned 
Johnston into a star 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
senior writer 
He plays a game of concentration. And 
one of the aces in his game is his auiludc. 
In an off-the-field interview, senior 
defender Bob Johnston, a clean-cut 
finance major, speaks softly and politely. 
But on the field, if someone is talking 
trash, getting dirty and being abrasive with 
his comments and his play, it's Johnston. 
"I enjoy that part of the game — talking 
to the players," Johnston said. "1 try to get 
the other players frustrated, gel them out 
of their game. I feel that I'm mature 
enough as a player that it doesn't gel mc 
out of my game." 
Johnston hates to lose, but even more, 
he would hate to be the reason for a toss. 
But Johnston hasn't had to worry about 
losing this season, and in part due to his 
leadership, JMU has risen to being the 
fourth-ranked team in the country. 
"Selling the example comes with the 
territory," head coach Tom Martin said of 
his team captain. "He knows what's 
expected of him." 
Johnston has stepped up to ihe task of 
being the team leader without backing 
down, jusl as with his play on the field. 
Martin said Johnston is one of the best- 
marking backs in ihe conference, which 
says a lot for a player that played under 60 
minutes his first season. 
Johnston has also spent his fair share of 
time in the trainer's room. He's had both 
arms in a-cast, a broken fool and continues 
to nurse a tender ankle. 
Bui wilh a "great work elhic" and using 
his strengths of "athleticism and fitness," 
Martin said, Johnston usually comes out 
on lop when push comes to shove. 
"His first job is to not lei forwards do 
whal ihey warn to," Martin said. "He's a 
physical player, and we want him to be 
physical. He's hard, he's a competitor, and 
he wants to win within die rules." 
Within the rules is a gray area for 
Johnston. His aggressiveness can get him 
into trouble, as shown by his three yellow 
cards thus far this season. The maximum 
allowed for a player is five. After 
receiving five penalties, a player must sit 
out the next game. 
Last Saturday against Campbell, 
Camels forward Tony Siikala, one of the 
nation's leading scorers, leapt in an effort 
to head a ball, and ended up on the ground 
after a tangle wilh Johnston. 
Johnston, as usual, was in ihe center or 
the action. 
"Coming into the season, I didn't want 
to change anything I had done in the past," 
Johnston said. "I didn't want to separate 
myself jusl because I was team captain — 
1 just wanted to be part of ihe team." 
Johnston has done just thai, and his 
fiery, in-your-face style or play has rubbed 
orr on the team. The JMU defense is 
stingy, at best, when il comes to allowing 
their opponents to even cross midficld. 
"I think it's a bit infectious," Martin 
said. "What we do have is defenders who 
are hard — and he sets the example for 
The Dukes have yet to lose, wilh only 
one tie marring their perfect record, and 
have spent the season watching their rank 
do nothing but rise. 
"It's fun to see JMU ranked up there 
nationally, but it really doesn't concern 
me," Johnston said. 
In addition to Maryland, JMU must still 
deal wilh William & Mary at home on 
Saturday, and a road irip to North 
Carolina, both top 20 opponents. 
"We're playing wilh a load of 
confidence right now, and we can play 
wilh any team on any given day," 
Johnston said. "We're not afraid of 
anybody just because of where they're 
ranked or which conference they play in." 
Moorman rebuilding Dukes 
after injury-plagued season 
by Steve Nahra 
contributing writer 
JMU women's basketball coach 
Shelia Moorman marked the beginning 
of her 12th season with the Dukes on 
Wednesday by giving a brown bag lunch 
lecture at Hillcrest House. 
Moorman, a five-time Colonial 
Athletic Association Coach of the Year, 
spoke of the parallels between the JMU 
women's basketball program and the 
Honors Program at JMU, and the 
upcoming season. 
Moorman said basketball players and 
Honors students are similar in that "they 
have special talents and a great work 
ethic- 
Moorman also gave her outlook on the 
upcoming season. 
"We're in a rebuilding process right 
now," she said. JMU was hit by injuries 
last year causing them to play with only 
eight players for 18 games. 
During the injury period, junior guard 
Mary Eileen Algeo rose from a bench 
player, to a backup, to a starter. 
Moorman expects Algeo to have another 
good season. 
Freshman newcomers Carla Houser, 
Jen Turczyn and Jen Williams will add 
needed height to the team. 
Other players to watch are sophomore 
guards Krissy Heinbaugh and Danielle 
Powell, sophomore forward Jackie Pratt 
and freshman forward Sarah Schreib. 
JMU does not face an easy schedule 
this season. Virginia Commonwealth 
hosts JMU for the first game of the 
season on Nov. 26. The Dukes' welcome 
NCAA runner-up Ohio State to the 
Convocation Center on Dec. 11 followed 
by NCAA semifinalist Iowa on Dec. 19. 
'These are good teams, and it will 
give our young squad a great opportunity 
to learn an awful tot," Moorman said. 
The Dukes return 6-foot-1 junior 
forward Kara Ratliff, a 1993 second 
team AU-CAA team selection. 
Senior point guard Gail Shelly has 
been appointed captain of the 1993-94 
Dukes. Shelly is coming off a season in 
which she averaged 36.1 minutes, 3.6 
assists and 2.2 steals per game. 
Heinbaugh, the 1992 CAA Rookie of 
the Year, is back after sitting out most of 
last season wilh mononucleosis. 
JMU fans will have the chance to see 
the CAA Tournament at the Convocation 
Center, slated for March 10-12. 
The Dukes will host the TAA 
championships for the first time since 
1991. That year, JMU was upsest by East 
Carolina in ihe semifinals, but earned an 
at-large bid to the NCAA tournament 
and advanced to the round of 16 by 
upsetting top-ranked Penn State. 
JMU won four straight CAA 
championships from 1986-1989. But Old 
Dominion has dominated the league 
since joining two years ago, winning 




Dukes recruiting two centers 
JMU is actively recruiting two 
centers for the men's basketball team, 
according to the Oct. 19 issue of the 
Harrisonburg Daily News-Record. 
Jason Evans, 7-foot-l, 260 pounds, 
is a senior from Langley High School 
in Pittsburgh. He is also reportedly 
being recruited by Pittsburgh, 
Providence, St John's, Wisconsin and 
Penn State. 
Jody Nelson, 6-foot-10,215 pounds, 
visited JMU two weekends ago. He is a 
senior from East Ascension High 
School in Gonzales, La. Nelson is also 
considering St. Louis, Southwest 
Missouri, Tulsa, New Orleans and 
Auburn. 
MEN'S GOLF 















—JMU finished fourth in a field of 21 
teams. 
Women's rugby defeated Old 
Dominion 40-0 and Mary Washington 
7-0 last Saturday. 
• The co-ed field hockey team defeated 
Virginia Tech 2-1 last Thursday in 
Blacksburg. 
•Recreational facilities will be open the 
following hours this weekend due to 
Fall Break: Friday from noon to 6 p.m., 
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. and 
Sunday from 1 to 9 p.m. 
• Godwin Wellness Center orientations 
scheduled for this Friday, Saturday or 
Sunday are canceled due to limited 
staffing during Fall Break. Please call 
Julie at x3631 to reschedule. 
• Yoga classes will be offered by Rec 
Activities beginning the week of 
November 1. One-hour classes will be 
offered on Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. and 
45-minute classes will be held on 
Wednesdays at noon. Classes will run 
through December 8, and will meet in 
Godwin rm. 135. Wear loose clothing. 
• Oct. 28 — World's Largest Aerobics 
Class in Godwin Gym at 5:45 p.m. 
—"Skate for the Health of It" at 
Skatetown USA from 7:30 to 10:00 
p.m. Free admission with JMU 
identification. 
•For more information concerning 
Timex Fitness Week Schedule, call Rec 
Activities at x6669. 
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last week  
Season total  
Winning percentage... 
North Carolina at Virginia 
Fenn State at Ohio State 
Washington State at Arizona 
Syracuse at Miami 
Delaware at Massachusetts 
MOIRI.U Might: Minnesota at Chicago 
Buffalo at N.Y. Jets 
Pittsburgh at Cleveland 
Detroit at I_A. Rams 
Green Bay at Tampa Bay 
















































































Ode to the Guru The time has come for the Guru to shine/Long on the 
right did he spend his time/Picking winners now is a must/Because now it's 
on to first place or bust/Steve now dwells in that lonely place/Where all too 
long did we see the Guru's face/But warnings abound about being too 
cocky/As the road to the top is really rocky/For the second straight week, 
Steve was humbled/His 3-8 week followed his 2-9 tumble/Alison continues 
to knock at the door/The pressure of taking first place she continues to 
ignore/Kevin has stopped listening to all who joke/about his homeland 
filled with cows saddled with yokes/Matt Hagarty can bang all the pans he 
can find/But a 5-6 mark really isn't too kind/This week we highlight new 
athletic director Don Lemish/Pcrfection in picking and multiple rewards were 
sure he will cherish/But given everything that has stood in his way/The feat 
of the Gum has proven to be one of the sun's golden rays/The beauty of 
moving from last to third may not be much to some/But he just gloats, 
chants, and celebrates with rum/The day has been long in coming (over a 
year) for the predictor crew/That the Guru's prodigious promise has come 
shining through/So please keep an eye on Drew/And see what wonders he 
will inevitably do. Note: also shake his hand and let him know you have faith. 
FOR  SALE 
University Place 
CONDOS 





BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
UNITS ALSO 
AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
> 3&4 Bedroom Units 
1 Microwave 
1 Washer & Dryer 
• Ample Parking 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service) 
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units 
• Dishwasher 
• Free Water 
THERE'S MORE 




Take a break and enjoy the 
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect Price, 
fresh and steaming hot. We'll 
even include our special garlic 




at no extra cost! So, if you get the 
hungries for great-tasting pizza, 
CALL YOUR PAPA! It's that 
433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
702 E. Market St. 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
easy. 
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541 
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977 
Large 
One Item 




98 ii + tax 
t   Additional topping! only 93#  |J Additional toppings only 93* , 
L —Expjres in 30 Days_ j l_ |yc£ire,s_inJODays.. 
|  11AM to 3PM ONLY 
Large 
One Item 
5 99 tax 
j   Additional toppings only 93* I 
I Expires_in_30_DaYS -J 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson THE FAR SfDE/Gary Larson 
HAN6 OP Ml COM".' 
ITS R\GUT THERE, JUST 
LIKE  I SMD.' 
EVEWBoDI 'SEEKS 
HAPPINESS!   NOT 
HE, THOUGH.' TVATS 
THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN ME AND 
HAPPINESS ISNt GOOD 
ENOUGH RyR ME/   I 
DEMAND EUPHORIA/ 














MANl   A 
FRIENDSHIP. 
SO NO** I'M NO LONGER 
CONTENT.  TM UNWPf. 
Ml DM \S RUINED. 
\ 
A^t I 
[ 1 NEED TO STOP 
THINWN6 W.WLE 








ACTUALLY 10U CAN 
BE AMONG THE 
MOST OVERPAID 
PEOPLE ON THE 
PLANET. 
A  PAINTING.     MOVING. 
SPIRITUALLY   ENRKHlMG. 
50BHME. ...."HIGH' ART' 
THE COMIC STRIP. VAP\D 
JUVENILE. COMMERCIAL 
HACK WORK.. ....'LOW'ART. 
A PAINTING OF A COMIC 
STRIP PANEL.   SOPHISTICATED 
iRoNN.    PVMOSOPUKAU-T' 
CWUENGING. 
i ...'.war ART. 
SUPPOSE i DRAW A CARTOON 
OF A PAINTING OF A 
COMIC STRIP? 
P>    I SOPHOMOWC. 
*       A      INTEUECTUALL1 
V$5   I STERIVE . ...TOW" 
The whole family always enjoyed the w.-.y 
Uncle Numanga could reach over and "find" 
a skull In little Tooby's ear. 
"Could you come back later? 
He's catching a tew Y's right now.' 
m 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters 
GRIMM?, X. 
<*T WHILE 'si^eSe, 
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VERISIMILITUDE//^/// Coupon 
SILLY JILUE/ >4my 0. 
"DARH IT.' THIS LIGHT IS 
ALWAYS RED. '• 
SPOILED MILK 
fRF:DAMD(7|NGF.R Air 
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SKYDIVE 
I Come Experience Incredible Adventure 
• Skydiving • 
The Ultimate High! 
Call for information. 
SKYDIVE ORANGE (703) 942-3871 
COME JUMP WITH US! 
Same day first jump • U.S.P.A. Rated Staff • 
Static Line • Tandem • Accelerated FreeFall 
Ski Free 
Jassanutten Ski %&sort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and More! 
* Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
Withdrawal from social 
activities. Excessive anger. 
These could be the first 
warning signs of a mental 
illness. Unfortunately, most of 
us don't recognize the signs. 
Which is tragic. Because 
mental illness can be treated. 
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who 
get help, get better. 
For a free booklet about 
mental illness and its warning 
signs, write to or call: 
National Mental Health Association 
P.O. Box 17389, 
Washington, DC. 20041 
1-800-969-NMHA. 
Learn to tee the warning sign*. 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
Oookma female roommate - 
CorfcrtAta A*hby Crossing 1Z70J. Cal 
Sylvia. 6*4-1440. 
tlUSaael OMa MM - Excellent 
roornmaietl AvaJtabta nowl Rob. 433- 
FOR SALE 
ma 
nn we*, took* dwr, all extras, AM/FM 
caesen* with eouitoer*, electric sunroof, 
$3,500. 433-6233. Tanya. 
HELP WANTED 
Spring Break •** - SMI trip*. Mm cash 
A go (reel Student Travel Services It 
now hiring campus rapt. Can (800)648 
4849. 
6307.00 - M SO Marietta coses* T 
shirts. proM $287.50. 22 dwgM. A risk- 
Woltrooon needed at Jeee1 Quick 
Lunch - Lunches • hotdayt. No Seniors. 
Apply In person. 22 S. Main SI. 
Ski Travel Company - Now hiring at 
OMUI Earn up K> il.OOO. Ira* tkftng. 
Call (80O)848-&545 
GVeupe A Chjba - Raw* up lo $500- 
$1900 m tot* tun on* weak. Plus van a 
Irtp 10 MTV Spring Braak -94 A gal a Ira* 
t-ihlrt |uat lor calling. (800)060-1030. 
law 
Looking lor a aludent aaaklng an 
accounting or Ikianco dograa. Strong 
computer background requked. 15-20 
hour* a waak. Sand return* 10 P.O Boi 
1030. Harriaonburg, V A 22801 
Waltr. 1 weeded lor allamoons & 
roe program Carl now tor Iraa catalog. 
800)304 3309. 
AA Crulaa A traval |oba - Earn 
$2500/mo . traval tho world Iraal 
(Caribbean, Europo. Hawaii, Atial) 
Crutve knot now hiring lor busy hokday. 
spring • summer seasons. Guaranteed 
arnptoamanll Cal (919)929-43981107. 
Free trips A caahl Call us A find out 
how hundredth ttudanta ara already 
aamlng Iraa trips A Iota ol cash with 
America's ft Spring Braak company I 
Chow a Cancun. Bahama*. Jamaica. 
Panama. Oaytona or Padral Call nowl 
Take A Braak Student Traval. (800)328- 
SAVEor(617)4at-aZ2Z 
Paraon te Iw m A oV> hotasa chores lor 
room A board *» ba nagotaalad. Students 
ara invlMd 10 took I ha houta over. Phono 
806-1200. cal evenings 5pm to 10pm. 
AsktorPete ^ 
evening* at Qua' Tavern*. 95 S. Main St. 
Earn $2500 A Iraa Spring Braak tripe I 
Sel only 8 trip* A you go keel Beat rips 
A priceel Bahama*. Cancun. Jamaica. 
Panama Otyl Great resume experience! 
(800)670-03861 
No experience required - Looking lor 
part erne home health care worker. Taka 
care ot man with Lou Gehrig Disease 
Location. Hunter* Ridge. Time, evening 
A weekends. Call 433-7393. Ask lor 
Christine. 
SERVICES 
Skydlval Came experience an 
Incredible adventure, skydiving, ihe 
ultimate highl Call lor Inlormatlon. 
Skydhw Orange, (703)942-3871. Come 
lump wan utl 
Babysitter - Friendly, kid approved: 
JMU student Lots ol experience. Red 
Croat cenlied. Available moat evening*. 
Cal Anna. 4334828. 
Typist - Feat, accurate, reasonable; 
computer/typewriter, resumes A ruth 
«**. 434-4947 
Typing m my home. Can 432-1075. 
Spring Oreekl Flan early - Save $30- 
$80 A gat beet roomtl Price* increase 
11/161 Bahama* cruise. 6 days, include* 
12 meats. $2791 Panama C«y oceanvtew 
room with kitchen. $t2W Cancun from 
Richmond. $410. Jamaica, $439; South 
Padre condo. $190; Key West, $239; 
Oaytona room with kitchens. $1491 
Spring Break Travel. (800)678-8386. 
TMEX FITNESS WEEK10I2S 29 
Paritcbata In Wetness Chaaenge. 
Safety Awareness/Sol Defense Clinic. 
Bicycle Maintenance Clinic. Condition 
Competjtxxi. World-* Large*! Aerobic* 
Claa* A Skate tor the Heath ol». Sea 
potters lor details, flop by Warren 300 
to sign up lor Wetlnati Challenge A 
Condition Competition. 
Breekeral Sell trip*, earn catn, party 
Iteal Panama City Irom $00, 
Jamalca/Cancun $430, Padra $230, 
Dayton* $70. Book early A (aval Cal 
EST (800)234 7007 
National 0J Connection - 11 lor all 
music entertainment needs 433-0380 
The sevnsttne*) el I1KA - Thank* lor 
remembering our lounder* dayl Love. 
AXO. 
Experienced picture Iramer A 
photograper tarvlng impoverished 
studentt. Tom Hawkins. 870-9015. 
Triathlon Club meeting - Monday, the 
25th. Taylor 311.6pm. Be thwel 
Triathlon Club 
Important Club M»NtlnQ 
Monday, October 25th 
Taylor 311, 6pm 
Runners, Swimmer* 
& Cyclist* Welcome 




Needed - M/F Managers 
Coma be a part ot the Woman'* 
Basketball winning tradition. Looking 
lor hart-working, dedicated persons to 
work as learn manager*. Financial aid 
available. Teem travel include* trip, to 
New York A Miami. Florida. Pleas* 
contact Flo Jackson, x«513 a* »oon as 
poetble «interested 
NOTICE 
For more information and 
assistance regarding Ins 
investigation of financing 
business opportunities & work 
at home) opportunities, contact 
the Barter Business Bureau 
Inc., at (800) 533-5501. 
Don't forget to sign up lor ■ Nut* A 
Bolts workshop. For more Into, call 
16538. 
Half price catalogue clothes - Barr-ee 
Station Outlet, next to Kroger. 
Spring Break sale! Jamaica. Cancun. 
Bahamas. S. Padre. Florida Irom $1091 
Book now A save $$$l Organize group 
travel Ireel (800)426-7710 
Due to limited staffing 
during Fsll Break, 
Godwin Woilness Center 
orientations scheduled for 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
(10Y22-24) 
have been cancelled 
Call Julia (X3321 ) to reschedule 
Megan Maloney - Your Big Sle loves 
youl You're the besll 
Triathlon Club meeting - Monday. Oct. 
25. Taylor Hall Room 311. 6pm. Very 
important meeting. All present A 
prospective members should attend. We 
need 10 elect new officers Be therel 
Hey Ace - "We in the house." Happy 
1A1 Homey! 
Panhellenk hope* everyone has an 
awesome Fat Break! 
Earn up t* * tOmr . Motivated students 
rwederflor 
at your sd 
(800)060-1030. X3068. 
f r part-erne merittang poakion* 
chool. Flexible hrt. Cal todayl 
LOST & FOUND 
Last - Stack UN Mors. Please cal BB 
at aeWl. 
WANTED 
Help!  Looking le buy ueed skle. 
Pleas* cal Derate, 432*532. 
PERSONALS 
Improve your resume - Add Army 
ROTC 10 your kst ol accompNahmentt. 
We provide the leadership training top 
companies look lor. Carl Army ROTC. 
Captain Doug Keames at 568-6264. 
Spring Breakl 7 nighlt Irom $129 
include* A/C. hotel, trantlers. parties A 
morel Nassau, Paradise Island. Cancun. 
Jamaica. San Juan. Call JW. 433-5951 or 
E izabeth. 432-6560 or (800)GE T-SUN1. 
PHI EPSILON KAPPA 
FUN RUN 
Everyone welcome to 
participate in Ihe 5K Fun Run 
October 27. Registration 4:15pm 
at Hanson (laid. Race will begin 
at 4:30. $3 registration tea. 
Prizes A food! Rain data Oct. 28. 
Thanks Tim lor the super Dellaaig 
See Saw A Thon. 
AXil 
Breakl 
everyone a safe & lun Fall 
Badminton (Single*. Doubles, Mixed) 
sign-up 10/25-11/2 m Inlramurals Otlce. 
Warren 300. 
Rene, Anne Marie A Cindl - I'm so 
happy to ba part ol the lamty. Here's to 
kxir generations! AI" love. Kris. 
Barr-ee new* lath - Back by papular 
demand, cotton flannel shins. 
Barr-ee Station - Next to Kroger across 
Irom Vatey Mall on «2 bus route. Save 
big t. buy great slut! I 
Clndt - You're such a cool Big Sltl 
Thankt tor everything. AT tovs. Kri*. 
Looking for a way to eliminate 
stress? YOGA CLASSES will 
ba offered by Rac Activities 
beginning Nov. 2 on Tuesdays 
at 5:30pm & Wednesdays at 
noon through Dae. 8 in Godwin 
135. Call X6669 for more info. 
Hunter - Happy 20th Birthday! We love 
youl Ray ne A Piggy 
M Pledge* love their Big Staler.! 
Have you or your parents 
been divorced? If so, call 
Jessica or Alane at X6729 in 
the Focus section of 
The Breeze 
$ NOW HIRING  $ 
NEW "DEEP-DISH PAN" CRUST! 
6." LARGE! 
15" LARGE ONE TOPPING 
433-2300 433-3111 
JMU Campus / S.Main St. Port RA/Market St 
leeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
No Coupon Necessai 
PAN, Orismal 
or "Crispv-Thin' 




Monday - Friday 
11am - 2pm 
$2.99 
All you can eat: pizza, 
pasta, breadsticks, 
salad and dessert 
Must present coupon when ordering 




Original Crust or Pan Perfect Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
The Best Pizza, 
The Best Buffet 
In an Atmosphere 
You'll Enjoy 
THE BUFFET 
It's Gatti's... you create it, we'll make it (3 topping limit) 
Lunch - Mon-Fri $3.69   Sat-Sun $3.99    11AM - 2PM 
Dinner - Everyday for $4.59    5:30PM - 8:30PM 
You get to eat & eat.. 
Our pizzas fresh from the oven 
Our pasta and homemade sauces 
Our cinnamon, cheese, and garlic sticks 
Our salad bar with over 20 items. 
WIDE SCREEN TVs AND VCR's 
Watch your favorite shows or bring in your favorite video 
(VHS). We'll give you and your party special rates in 
your own party room! 
433-0606 
 Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
LEX 
Lunch Special!! 
Monday - Friday 
11am - 2pm 
$2.99 
All you can eat: pizza, 
pasta, breadsticks, 
salad and dessert 
Must present coupon when ordering 
1 per person Exp. 10/29/93 
Delivery 
llam - lam Sun - Thurs 
11am-2am Fri - Sat 
Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
$5 53 plus tax 
Medium 1 topping 
and 2 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
$6 45 plus tax 
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
and 2 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
$737 
^J  i plus ta x 
Large 2 or 3 topping 
and 4 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
